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&ecut ive Smmary 

This report Surveys the wide range of factors which influence 
transit bus maintenance. The survey is based on eight case study 
systems &ich were selected after analysis of roadcall records and labor 
hours devoted to maintenance. Differences be&mm these system are 
illustrated by example in the body of this report, and factors tiich 
seen to differentiate between various levels of maintenance performance 
are identified. 

‘Ihe contents of this report include a first-level analysis of 
Section 15 maintenance data &ich illustrates how selected factors 
afiect maintenance perfomance; a description of the rationale used to 
identify 8 system for intensive case analysis; a report of the results 
Of these case studies; and a set of ret -dations based on a Synthesis 
of beneficial practices identified in the systems studied. 

Issues covered include sys tern management practices, local operating 
exwiroments, budget levels, and physical facilities. 

Both positive and negative factors related to these areas ware 
identified at the case study systems. 

The experiences of the eight systems provide aqle support for the 
argumnt that every system has unique features which make it difficult 
to conduct cross-sys ten conparisons. However, a nunber of practices 
which are typical of Successful maintenance operations and which 
logically should contribute to positive performance gains were identi- 
fied. TBese practices are: 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

8. 

Gzxiuct: of pre and post nm inspections by drivers 

Establisfment of performance targets, developmnt of performance 
Wasures, and periodic performance trend analysis 

Developmnt of written statanents of (or infomal concensuB about) 
maintenance policies and procedures. 

Gordina t ion of vehicle procuremnt decisions with inventory 
planning and staff development activities. 

Establishnent of strategies for recruiting, testing, training, and 
retaining skilled staff. 

Establimt of cooperative mrking relationships between workers 
and managers. 

Awidance of umanageably diverse fleets. 

Periodic perfonmnce asses-t and evaluation of alternative 
Strategies for -roving maintenance ef feet iveness. 

Review of the cases suggested a model for maintenance planning - 
focused on an annual performance and operating environment analysis. The 
major products of this analysis umuld include: 
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I. Introduc t ion 

This report summarizes a n-r of case studies v&ich mre 
conducted by University of Illinois researchers to document current 
transit bus maintenance practices. This study ccrrplerrrents previous v,ork 
based on the application of detailed operations research methods for 
wmk scheduling, preventative maintenance planning, and caqmnent life 
analysis (MA bukumran et al - -’ 1981; Kosinski et al, 1982; Foerster et 
al, 1983). The prinary focus of this report is the analysis of ei& 
case studies v.hich atterzpted to capture the essence of bus maintenance 
operations at selected U.S. systems. ‘Ihe systen*l selected for this 
purpose are shown in Exhibit 1, along with a set of descriptive 
statistics i 1 lus trat ing their performance relative to other U.S. 
systems. 

The methodology used in this study is that of the canparative case 
study. This means that the researchers selected systa for study with 
the purpose of illustrating differences and discovering sources of 
inter-case vatiation. The purpose of our method is not to pass 
judgement on specific systans or to test general propositions and global 
theories. Such enterprises would require a level of effort and a sarrple 
Size too large for our current purposes. Their eaphasis wuld also tend 
to obscure the ideosyncratic aspects of the systexns studied, nmnning 
the risk of violating the tranist manager’s maxim that “each system is 
unique - so you can’ t carpare us to anyone else. ” Vk have taken this 
maxim as a methodological challenge in our research. What m have done 
in our case studies is to focus on local conditions Mich are sources of 
uniqueness.. In this report we cwre selected aspects of our case study 
systars to determine whether or not these aspects are truely unique and 
whether they have any relationship to, or iqact on, system costs and/or 
performance. In doing this we have relied on intervim with and 
questionnaires canpleted by personnel at each of the systans in 
question. \%z have cross-checked our results by reviewing the reports of 
persons in a variety of positions in each organization, and have tried 
to interpret their responses in light of the data generated in the 
Section 15 reporting process. 

Our purposes uere to (1) identify those aspects of bus transit 
maintenance which seem to ‘bake a difference” (2) test certain a-priori 
hunches or hypotheses about x&at constitutes “good” bus transit 
maintenance practices (3) develop criteria for constructively assessing 
maintenance activities and ident i fying strategies for increasing 
rmintenance effectiveness. 

The main questions addressed in this report are as follows: 

1. What effect does overal 1 sys tan and maintenance managmt 
have on the efficiency of the operation? This includes the 
ef feet of maintenance policies, m5mgeDent techniques, and 
maintenance mthods and procedures, as ~11 as organizational 
structure and intra-organizational C(IPZIP~ ciat ion. 

2. What effect does the quality of the labor force have on the 
rxSintenance operation? This includes the quality of the labor 
pool and the training received. 



Exhibit 1 
General Description of Case Study Systems 

Case Study Sys terns 
Mi lwaukee 
Miani 
San Antionio 
Madi son 
Tacma 

& 
spa-e 

Revenue 
Vehicles 
719 
673 
530 
193 
170 
159 
115 

80 

Maintenance Roadcalls due to 
Labor brs per mechanical failure 
thousand miles per thousand mi les* 

.025 0.33 

.046 1.50 
.029 0.06 
.014 0.07 
.037 0.76 
.029 0.13 
.035 0.94 
.016 0.32 

Gxqarative National Statistics 
In a sample of 111 bus 
systa selected fran 198-J 
Section 15 data, 

25% had values less than 70 
50% had values less than 101 
75% had mlues less than 217 

,015 0.19 
,023 0.36 
.030 0.60 

Source : 1981 Section 15 data. A list of the systans included in this 
sample is given in Appendix 1. ‘131e rationale for selection of 
these systans is included in Qlapter 3. 

*Note: The Urban Mass Transportation Industry Gniform System of Accounts 
and Records and Reporting System defines Rmdcal Is for hkchanica1 
Failures as the “count of the revenue service interruptions during 
the reporting period caused by failure of scme mechanical elmt 
of the revenue vlehicle. (Mechanical failures are to include break- 
downs of air equipllent, brakes, body parts, doors, cooling system 
heating sys ten, electrlcal units, fuel systan, engine, steering and 
front axle, rear axle and suspension and torque converters. Tire 
failures and fare box failures are not included.) These revenue 
service interruptions require assistance fran saneone other than 
the revenue vehicle operator (or crew) in order to restore the 
vehicle to an operating conditions. Further, they usually require 
the transfer of the passengers to another revenue vehicle for the 
carpletion of their trip.” 

This excludes roadcalls for other reasons which are defined as 
the “count service interruptions during the reporting period caused by 
tire failure, farebox failure, air conditioning systan, out of fuel- 
coolant-lubricant and other causes not included as mechanical failures, jr 



3. *at ef feet &es the system enviromxnt external to the 
maintenance function have on maintenance operation? This 
includes the location of the systm, operating envirorment of 
the fleet, and mode1 and age distribution of the fleet. 

4. What ef feet does the maintenance budget have on the wfnten- 
ante function? 

5. V&at effects do the physical characteristics of the mainten- 
ance department have on maintenance operations? This includes 
the layout, location, and age of the rmintenance facilities, 
condition and use of maintenance equipment, and procurment, 
location, and quality of parts. 

Our purpose in answring these questions is fourfold: First, we 
intend to povide a reference source for use by transit operators and 
persons (including students and researchers) interested in how different 
bus maintenance systans currently function. Second, xx5 hope to evaluate 
the practical value of quantitiative approaches to maintenance planning. 
Third, vile want to identify those factors tiich seem to be effective in 
increasing the effectiveness or decreasing the cost of maintenance 
per fonnance . And fourth, wz aant to provide guidance for those involved 
in the tranagezzxznt of bus maintenance activities. 

The remainder of this report is organized as follows: Chapter 2 
reviews the previous background of the study, including historical 
trends in federal programs, research, and policy perspectives. Chapter 
3 presents the details of our research questions and methodological 
approach. Chapter 4 includes a descriptive sumnary and narrative about 
each system, and Chapter 5 provides answers to the general questions 
just posed. The results of the study are discussed in Chapter 6, and 
presented as recamendat ioqs for strategic maintenance magment 
planning. Detailed case writeups are available as separate wlunes of 
this report . 
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2. Background 

A. Policy &vironxnt 

Bus mintenance has becane a subject of growing concern at the 
local and federal levels during recent years. This is evident in the 
legislative record, in the activities of professional groups, and in the 
research agenda ot the Federal government e ‘Xhis concern is understand- 
able in view of the signif icant costs of transit maintenance, the 
increased cacplexity of vehicle systems, and the changing funding 
enviroment faced by transit interests. 

Che the basic facts about transit maintenance is that maintenance 
budgets are a significant part of transit operating expenses, typically 
accounting for 18-32% of operating budgets. These expenses are eligible 
for federal support through section 5 and 9 of the Urban I%SS Transpor- 
tation Act. Sane have argued that the federal-local elmt of these 
programs is flawed, leading to less than adequate accountability at the 
local level. Others are quick to point out that an even more serious 
cause for concgrn is the difference between federal operating subsidy 
and capital grant shares. The concern has been raised that this 
difference in shares can lead to inadequate wintenance and a distortion 
of maintenance and capital expenditure pat terns. 

The Urban &ss Tmnsportation Mninistration responded to these 
concerns by publishing an “advanced notice ot proposed rulernaking” in 
the Federal Register in January 1981 (46 Fed Reg No. 14, pp 7031-7034) o 
This notice laid out a nun&r of alternat fve approaches to safeguarding 
federal investments against inadequate or iqroper maintenance. These 
inc luded 

the adoption of maintenance requiranents as a condition for 
WA grant assistance 

required development of maintenance plans 

on-site inspection;, 

earmarking of a percentage of Section 5 funds for maintenance 

encouraganent of winteneance planning activities 

Because of the controversial nature of these options, the proposed 
rulmaking notice urns withdraw in August of 1982 (Vol. 47 Fed E&g #166 
p. 37599). A subsequent GM report noted that UhEA bad 

II . ..enco&tered problems in developing universally applicable 
standards. For exaqle, local variables such as climte and 
terrain can affect the frequency of certain maintenance 
activities. UMIIA v~s also concerned about the Federal 
resources needed to make sure that the policy was impltznented” 
(GAO, 1983) 
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The Surface Transportation Act of 1982 (PL97424, Jan. 6, 1983), hcwever, 

contained language which is directly targeted to the adequacy of 

maintenance question. Section 9(e)(2) of the Act requires that 

“Each recipient (of block grant transit mnies) shall s&nit 
to the Secretary annually a certification that such recip- 
ient.... has or till have satisfactory control, through 
operation or lease or otherwise, over the use of the facil- 
i ties and equipxwht, and will mintain such facilities and 
equiprwt; (eaphasis added) 

Section 9(g) (1) provides for federal mnitoring: 

The Secretary shall, at least on an annual basis, conduct, or 
require the recipient to have independently conducted, reviews 
and audits as may be demed necessary by the Secretary to 
determine whether 
(A) the recipient has carried out 1 ts activities sukni tted in 
accordance with Section (e)(Z) in a timely and effective 
atanner and has a continuing capacity to carry out those 
activities in a timely and effective rmmer; and 
(B) the recipient has carried out those activities and its 
certifications and has used its Federal funds in a manner 
v&ich is consistent with the applicable requirements of this 
Act and other applicable laws... 

Section 9(g)(2) set up a 3 year review cycle: 

“In addition to the reviews and audits described in paragraph 
(11, the Secretary shall, not less than once every three 
years, perform a full review aud wluation of the performance 
of the recipient in carrying out the recipient’s program.. .” 

Specific guidance on the concerns of the 3 year review cycle has not yet 
been developed, due in part to the difficulty of assessing the relative 
mrtance and effectiveness of various rmintenahce practices. However, 
the American Public Transit Association has addressed this question with 
the publication of its “Guidelines for Bus i’vWntenanceR (AFTA, 1983~). 
This docunent reviews many necessary elaDents of bus maintenance 
progr=, including daily fueling, cleaning and repair, periodic 
maintenance and inspection, and quality assurahce. It urges that local 
system ~develop their own written bus cmintemuce plans, and recognizes 
that these plans may differ fran place to place because of differing 
local conditions. APTA’s guide1 ines are strongly focused on shop floor 
activities, giving little errphasis to rmnagemmt procedures and 
personnel questions, among others. 

In view of these developments, it is important to realize that the 
question of transit wintemnce has been addressed quite differently by 
analysts who have relied on alternative conceptual frzrmmrks. These 
perspectives were clearly reflected in the structure and conclusions of 
a recent conference on bus mintye (TRB, 1983). The perspectives 



developed in this conference included (i) a concern with usnagerial 
skills and the organizational design of transit systm, (ii) the use of 
analytical methods and rmnaganent information systens, (iii) personnel 
questions, including recruitment, training, mtivation, and testing 
procedures, (IV) q uestions of garage design and maintenance equiprent, 
and (v) vehicle design and maintainability considerations. The wide 
Mriety of maintenance-related factors suggested by these areas is 
significant because most previous academic research has been focused on 
the use of data analysis and operations research techniques to set 
mileage intervals for vehicle maintenance and caqonent change. (Rueda 
and Miller, 1983). 

The importance of taking a broad perspective in selecting strat- 
egies for inproving maintenance is clear fran the diversity of inno- 
vations which are occuring in the maintenance area. These include the 
introduct ion of neu equipment (dynamaneters, autamted diagnostic 
SySt-, inproved lifts), innovative analytical methods (oil analysis, 
lifecycle costing, and vehicle history analysis), and subsystem redesign 
and retroti t (air con& t ioning , brakes transmissions). Inproved 
training and testing, develo-t of autamtic data entry systems, and 
iqroved tmnagwt reporting are also part of this trend. The details 
of these approaches are recounted elsewhere (Transportation Systems 
Center, 1982; UMTA, 1983; Foerster, 1984), but v&at is iqortant to note 
here is that many systm are active in expertiting with new ideas to 
improve their performance. This raises questions about how transit 
rmnaganwt npni tors change in the industry and how it decides to 
implanent new ideas. 

B. Previous Research 

A review of the available, non-proprietary literature indicates 
that nnny analysts have been putting a great deal of qhasis on 
technique, with less attention to existing practice and applicability of 
elaborate methodologies. 

A nunber of recent studies have presented methods for maintenance 
managanent and equipment replacmt. Replacanent has been addressed 
fran the perspective of fleet age profiles (Tri-State Regional Planning 
Wssion, 1973)) acquisition and maintenance costs (Hauer, 1975), 
aMUd maintenance costs (Jardine, 1976), cost trend analysis (Brown- 
West, 1981), average cost caqutations (Rueda, 1981) and lifecycle cost 
analysis (Jhaveri, 1978; Armour, 1980; Christopher-Flannigan, 1982). 
tiintenance models focusing on cuqonent replacanents have been proposed 
by Jardine (1973), Vergin and Scriabin (1977), Bakr and Kretschner 
(1974), Herniter et al (1977), -- and Sinha and Bhandari (1978). Statis- 
tical techniques for failure analysis have been uell-developed in the 
engineering field (Benjamin and &me1 1, 1970) and they recently have 
been sm to be applicable to bus systan analysis (Kosinski, 1982; 
Kelly and Ho, 1982) 

AlnDst all of the studies just listed have focused on mthodo- 
logical develqment and formal analysis, leaving no quest ion about the 
existence of theoretical ways to make,maintenance policy decisions based 
on cost-effectiveness criteria. The existing Ii terature, unfortunately, 
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w a paucity of research on the practicality of these methods. 
Notable exceptions are in the 1976 Haenisch and Miller application of 
standard time methods at the Qlicago Transit Authority and the 1980 case 
study by Foerster et al of the feasibility of iqlemjnting Hemiter et -- 
al ‘5 stra.tegic rmintenance planning mdel. - 

Pub1 ication of empirical data on bus nrraintenance intervals and 
canponent life is equally rare, with notable expect ions being the 1977 
Singh anti ICa&xu report on the Toronto system, Wilbur Snith’s report on 
New Jersey properties, and Kosinski et c’s report on A/C Transit. 

?Jw mamals for maintenance mmagmamt have addressed same of the 
key questions facing transit management. The first, “Bus Maintenance 
Facilities” Uhurlow, et al, 19751, focuses on physical plant con- 
siderations in garage zdservice island construction. The second, 
Vehicle bnintenance Control Plan” (Setne and Preston, 1981) gives 
guidelines for managcuzt and staff organzat ion, labor rmnaganent MIS 
planning, and strategic maintenance planning. Neither, however, surveys 
the current situation at .systtms throughout the industry. 

The overall conclusions to be drawn fran this brief review of the 
Ii terature are that roost of the unrk done in this area has been 
prescriptive and that infomtion on the practicality and potential 
benefits of procedures and policies which have been recaxrmded in the 
past is lacking. The prescriptive focus of this literature is problap 
atlc because evaluation of the feasibility and desirability of rminten- 
ante policies and procedures can only take place U&MXI baseline descrip- 
tive infonmtion is available. The. feasibiIity of a technique can only 
beunderstood when its data requirements are constrasted with data 
availability; the appropriateness of a technique can only be gauged uhen 
its assumptions are tested against experience in practice. Since 
analysis of rraintenance policy and techniques is the overal 1 goal of 
this study, analysis of data amilability and procedural assuqtions 
becanes 2. necessary part of its mthodology. And since information 
on data collection and operating practices is lacking, the descriptive 
approach ~&scribed previously in the scope of work is a necessary step 
in analys:is of policy options. 



3. Case Study h4thodology 

The approach taken in this study was based on the premise that 
there is a need to assanble a descriptive body of knowledge to docunent 
current industry practice for use in evaluating proposed prescriptive 
maintmance policies and procedures. The approach involved the 
documntation of bus maintenance procedures, data collection methods, 
maintenance planning activities and amnaganent policies at selected U.S. 
transit system. It also involved canparison of these procedures, data 
collection methods, and maintenance planning activities, and the 
evaluation of the utility and feasibility of techiques and policies 
which have been previously recamended. 

The scope of wxk necessary for iqlementing this approach 
involved: 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

Developxmit of a set of questions about local bus transit main- 
tenance policies and procedures; 

Developt of a methodology for gathering answers to the quest ions 
on the basis of site visits and operator interviews; 

Establislzznt of an industry profile detailing maintenance 
performance data and fleet age and carposi tion; 

Selection of key sys tens to be visited in the f ield-mrk phase of 
the study; 

Conduct of site visits and interviews; 

Documntation and synthesis of the results of the site visits: 

Evaluation of the effectiveness and generality of the practices and 
procedures identified. 

A. Research Questions and Hype theses 

The case study questions, already listed in the Introductory 
sect ion, were used to generate 16 speci f tc hypotheses for use in 
conducting site visits. The study questions were elaborated as follows: 

AE?EAl: ID 
STUDY QJEsrIcw: Mat eftect does overall system and 

maintenance management have on the 
efficiency of the operation? 

Specific Hypotheses: 

Good, ftwo-day cannm ication within and between al 1 levels 
of nxuiagemmt is essential for effective maintenance 
opera t ions. 

Policies should be flexible enough to allow for individ- 
ual initiative but firm enough to ensure the orderly 
clay-to-day operations of maintenance. All levels of 
=naganent, fran the governing board on down, should view 
maintenance as a main concern. 
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A preventive maintenance program is essential for the 
efficient, long-tern operation of the transit system. 

In systgns with effective maintenance, managanent 
utilizes caquter information system to mni tor the 
status and condition of the fleet. 

AREA2: IAKR 
SmDY QJEsrIav: &at ef feet does the qua1 i ty of the labor 

force have on the maintenance operation? 

Specific Hypotheses: 

&ion and managanent should not view their relationship 
as that of adversaries if maintenance is to operate 
ef feet ively. 

Unions and labor should have some fran of meaningful 
input, other than that specified in the union contract, 
into the maintenance weration. This c ammication is 
necessary for amintenance to function effectively. 

The quality of the regional labor pool has a direct 
inpact on maintenance 

Ini t i al and on-going training of mechanics is necessary 
to maintain the long-term effectiveness of maintenance. 

AREA 3: OPEEuTm- 
SIUDY (;uEsTIcN What effect does the systan envirorment 

external to the maintenance function have 
on asaintenance? 

Specific Hypotheses: 

He t erogenous fleet caqosi tion adversely affects 
maintenance. 

Climatic conditions can adversely affect maintenance 
operations. 

ARm4: BtJDczr 
SIUDY QJESIXCNS: What effect &es the maintenance budget 

have on maintenance? 

Specific Hypotheses: 

The. tmintenance budget should be prepared jointly by 
maintenance and finance to insure that maintenance has an 
adequate operating budget 

An inadequate maintenance budget signifies either a 
rmnetary crisis in the transit system or a low priority 
for maintenance in top managezmnt. 
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AEEA 5: FXYSICAL, FACILITIES 

STUDY C$JEST1oNs What effect do the physical characteris- 
tics of the maintenance departnmxt have on 
maintenance operations? 

Specific Hypotheses: 

Old buildings or those not originally intended for the 
servicing of buses adversely af feet maintenance oper- 
ations. 

Under or over utilization of maintenance repair equipmnt 
indicates either poor maintenance manag-t or the lack 
of an adequate maintenance budget. 

6od quality, readily accessible replacement parts are 
essential to the efficient operation of the maintenance 
department. 

B. Site kthodology fkvelo-t 

Our site visit methodology was developed in an iterative process 
which mas focused by the research questions and specific hypotheses 
listed above. Eleven different intervim inst-ts, each covering a 
di f terent topic, wre developed. These fours contained questions and 
lists of information to be collected during site visits. The intenriew 
instrunents were designed so that they could be grouped to obtain the 
maximm amxnt of information possible for each interview. This also 
allowed the SEUE questions to be asked of several different people for 
future carparison. The interview inst -ts consisted of the following: 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

The physical cktracteristics form contained questions on fleet 
canposi tion, operating enviro-t, system size, and local 
topography* 

The Garage and Facility form contained questions on garage (or 
shop) size, nu&er of lifts, special equi-t, and equipnsnt 
%dS. 

The Pertozmance Indicator form vas designed to obtain information 
on roadcalls, missed runs, late outs and costs. 

The System Organization form mas developed to collect information 
on organizational structure, reporting lines, use of caxputers, and 
LDaintenance priorities. 

The Policy Formulation form was designed to deternine the level of 
management responsible tor setting maintenance priorities and the 
balance of concerns between day to day procedures and strategic 
maintenance planning. 

The Inventory and Procurement form contained questions on current 
procedures, inventory control, and physical distribution. 
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7. 

8. 

9. 

10. 

11. 

The Carage Level Maintenance Crganization fom was developed to 
identify individuals responsible for maintenance decisions at each 

iwage l 

The Maintenance Methods and Procedures form was designed to co1 lect 
infomation on inspection and preventive maintenance policies, wx-k 
order processing, roadcal 1 reporting, and maintenance data 
co1 lection. 

The h&ntenance Mauagement Tools form contained questions on use of 
cclrputers and analytical methods. 

‘Ihe &ion form contained questions on contractual provisions 
affecting hiring, pramtion, and staffing, as we1 1 as unionmanage- 
mt caxmm ication. 

The Personnel and Training form was designed to collect infomation 
on recruitzmnt, testing, training, and prwtion policies. 

After the first draft of the questions were completed in November 
of 1982 it ms felt that input fran personnel at a local transit system 
umuld be useful in further develo-t and planning. With the assis- 
tance of Clayton Weaver of the RTA, a IDee t ing was arranged wi th the 
general manager Stephen Keiper and superintendent of rmintenance Ernest 
Ferguson of West Towns Bus caqxmy located in Cak Park, Illinois. 
During this meeting several points pertaining ta the questionnairew were 
dicussed. T?iese included: 

1. Applicability of questions 

2. Design of questions to investigate iqlicit policy fomu- 
lation. 

3. Types ot data and information that may be available, 
including standard fomm and reports. 

4. Be appropriateness of question mrding. 

This discussion VAS inst -tal in revising the questionnaire to focus 
on am-e specific topics and provided a basis for identifying the 
statistical data and fomm that wmld be collected dwing the site 
visits. when the intervim inst- ts had been revised it was felt 
that a final review by a practicing maintenance manager VAS needed to 
insure that their form and content were understandable and would provide 
the information needed to ccmrplete the project. Ralph h+alec’s caments 
on question mrding, content and orgauiztion provided the base for the 
final draft of the questionnaires. 

C& plan for conducting the site visits called for use of the 
resulting questionnaires as interviRa guides. The site visit procedures 
involved an initial one day visit to the case systems to establish 
contact ti th managaaent, verify the responsibilities of the personnel 
Selected for interviews, and co1 lect background information such as 
budgets, policy statenents, staffing levels, etc. A checklist of foms 
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was developed for this prpose (see Exhibit 2). The second phase of the 
visits was to have involved a 2-3 day visit to conduct parallel 
interviews with a nunber of key personnel. These interviws were 
organized around 11 different sets of questions v+hich xwe designed for 
interviews with 13 system prsonnel. The individuals targeted for 
interviewing are shovn in Exhibit 3. A sugary check1 ist was prepared 
for use in reviewing each site visit for canpleteness. This is sholMl in 
Exhibit 4. 

c. Site Selection Analysis 

The select ion of case study sites was governed by the following 
criteria: 

1. The systa should have between 45 and 1000 vehicles. 

2. The systans should not be involved in the provision of rail 
Service. 

3. The systans should be selected to represent nextremesn of 
performance as indicated by Section 15 roadcalls and labor 
requirensnt data. 

4. The effects of local operating envir- ts on performance 
should be considered. 

These criteria were established in consultation with UMllA staff and 
after review of existing Section 15 performance data. ?he decision to 
focus on raoderate sized systems (45-1000 vehicles) was motivated by our 
desire to produce results which wuld be of interest to the middle range 
of U.S. bus systans. These systm were of pritmry concern because they 
are large enough to have formal mechanisns for managing their mainten- 
ance functions (as opposed to direct managmt oversight), but no so 
large that their performance wuld not be caqarable to that of other 
systarrs. The size criteria was also set after review of figures showing 
that this range included over 60% of the total buses in federally 
subsidized fleets. It aas felt that this study could not adequately 
treat very small system because of their diversity and frequent 
integration with public mrk fleets; and that very large systans =x-e 
often daninated by labor and managanent structures which wre quite a 
typical of rrPst other systa. Systems with rail service were excluded 
frcm our analyis because of the difficulty of allocating joint costs 
over different n&es. 

Case systems were selected on the basis of extrems in roadcal 1 and 
labor requirerents. We used mechanical roadcalls per revenue mile as a 
surrogate for reliability and maintenance labor hours per revenue mile 
to represent input requiraxlents. The data aye analyzed was adjusted to 
rmve the effects of local factors such as vehicle age cr spare ratios 
ddch obviously affect perfonmnce. Ey elaninating the contribution of 
these wriables from roadcalls and labor hours before selecting the 
sites, we nere urn-e likely to identify those systans which have good or 
bad maintenance perfomrance because of their management and policy. 

Regression analysis was used to develop models to control for these 
variables. The criteria used for choosing the mxlels were: 
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Exhibit 2 

Forms Checklist 

1. Orgenlzrtlmrl chart; systm wide _ 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

I. 

a. 

9. 

10. 

11. 

12. 

13. 

14. 

15. 

16. 

17. 

lg. 

19. 

20. 

Fotur Checklist for Inttirl Visit 

gerrge level _ 

Systa budget _ 

Halntenmce budget _ 

Most recent sectlm 15 report- 

Annual system report to clty/county/stete government _ 

List of job titles - 

Current fleet l ge end l tx _ 

lrmslt up end service schedules _ 

Orgmlzrtimel goals end pollcie~ _ 

Yrltten ouintenrnce policies _ 

Preventive ulntenrnce polldes _ 

Pelrted fom (if any) _ 

Report of productlon hours vs. totrl hours _ 

Report of vehicle miles operated _ 

Roadcrll reports; dally _ 

suury/aonth!y _ 

Dally fuel and oil cmrueptim cud _ 

Driver defect report of Inspection card - 

Bus htrtory card - 

Unit rebuild history (if rvrilrble) _ 

Monthly report of reprlrs by bus number- 

Vehicle Inspection checklist; pre-run inspection: 

post-run inspection _ 

other Inspections _ 

Inspection schedules. ~uldellner _ 

rchedullng forms _ 

Forns checklist for inltirl vblt 
Page 2 

21. 

22. 

23. 

24. 

2s. 

26. 

27. 

28. 

29. 

30. 

31. 

32. 

Foms or reports genereted by eny rutoutic dlrgnortlc equlpwnt _ 

Ports requlstion forms; srrple _ 

coclpleted - 

Nork order; srrgle- 

ceapleted~ 

Ioventory foms; order fom- 

uerrenty sheet _ 

unit exchange cerd -. 

recluatlon fom- 

wchrnic report _ 

hold-out fom- 

Personnel policies _ 

Job dcscripti0n; vchrnics _ 

supervisors _ 

Plrcewnt/pfx-aploywnt test (If any) _ 

klntenrnce employee trrinfng policies _ 

Srcple of wchmic trrlning uterlrl _ 

Union contrectr _ 

Grievance procedures _ 

Grievance fora _ 



Exhibit 3 
Organization of Interviews 

The following list represents the ideal “caxrplete” set of interviews, 
providing the greatest number of caqmrison interviews for all question- 
naires. Those questionnaires marked with a least one asterisk respresent 
the second best opt ion providing for all necessary cclrparisons of 
anmers. Those marked with two asterisks represents the basic cpestion- 
naires that uust be anmered by the appropriate individuals in order to 
get the minimzn armunt of informat ion necessary to answer the five main 
questions. 

Intervimee 

General Manager 

Head of Maintenance 

aterials Manager/Head of Purchasing 

Head ot Personnel 

Head of Engineering 

Head of Operations/Head of Planning 

Garage Manager 

Garage Forenan 

Union Resident/Union Stemrd 

Mechanics 

Contents of Intenriew Packets 

**Physical Facilities: Overall System 
*Perfomance Indicators 

l *Systen Organization and General Infonnatiol 
-%aintenance Policy Fomulation 

**Perforrmnce Indicators 
**Policy Foxnmlation 

tiintenance Organization at Garage Level 
**Maintenance &tbods and Procedures 

**Inventory/Rocurement 

**Personnel /Training 
**Union II 

l *Perfomance Indicators 

*Physical Facilities: Overall Systan 
*Performance Indicators 
*Policy Fonmlation 

**Physical Facilities: Individual Garage 
*%intenance hlethods and Procedures 

-ion II 
Wintenance Organization at Garage Level 

wintenance kthods and Procedures 
Wintemnce Organization at Garage Level 
Union II 
Perfdmance Indicators 

**&ion I 

Maintenance Methods and Procedures 
h4aintenance Organization at Garage Level 
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Exhibit 4 

Case Study Checklist 

- 

- 

- 

- 

- 

- 

- 

- 

- 

Surrry Checklist 

lo Insure that all topics have been covered check off all of the following ques- 
tions which have been covered in at least one intcrvieu. Any questions which have 
not been anruered should be covered during the last day of the visit. 

How Is the maintenance budget prepared? 

Uhat input do the garage, ulntenance. and operations managers have on the 
maintenance budget? 

Are there written maintenance policies? If so who lnltirtes them and how 
are they developed? 

How arc unwritten policies established and by uh@s? 

How effective we current uintenance policies according to systm emplnyecs? 

Are regular meetings held to discuss luintenance problems? Uho is involved 
In these meetings? 

Are facilltles and/or information shared with other transit companies? 

Yhat facilities and quipment are available at each garage? 

Uhat functions can be handled at each garage? 

What condition is the maintenance equipment in? 

Uhat are the posltlve/negative Impacts of the garage facilities on main- 
tenance efficiency? 

Uhat type of inventory system Is used? Is the system ccYaputer1zedl 

How are orders hdndled? 

How ere parts checked or Mnltored for qurllty? 

What is the reorder policy? How was It established? 

HOW are parts requlsitioncd by mechanlcr? 

What is current condition, age, and size of the fleet? 

Uhat are the major aalntenance problems? 

Uhat most effects the level of maintenance service? 

Hou Is maintenance evaluated7 

- What performance lndlcators are used In this evaluation? 

- tiou Is the system organjzed? 

_ l&w I5 each garage organized? 

harry Check!!st 
Page 2 

- 

- 

- 

- 

- 

- 

- 

- 

- 

- 

- 

- 

- 

- 

Is there an adquate llrlntenance staff? Are there enough skilled employees 
to meet aslntenance needs7 

lion are dally operatlonal decisions made at the garage level7 (i.e.. what 
buses are inspected, held out) Uho makes these decisions7 

How Is woike scheduled7 Uho schedules It? 

How are uork orders processed7 

Hou Is job tiee accounted for7 

Are regular lnspectlons carried out7 Uhrt type(s) of Inspections are 
crrrled out7 How often7 

Ybat parts are inspected7 

Is there s preventative maintenance program7 Hcu does it work7 

Are Job manuals/aids used? Uhat kind(s)7 Uho uses them? 

Hou are roadcalls defanedl 

How are roadcalls acted upon7 

Does the system have a computer7 If so what is It used for and by whom? 

Uhat maintenance information Is collected on a dally. weekly and monthly 
basis7 Uhat is thls lnfonnatlon used for7 

Uhat is the uke-up and general Sk111 level of the maintenance employees? 

tiou are maintenance staffing levels set? 

- What type of pre-employment rcreenlng Is used7 

- Uhat type of training program is used? 

_ Uho is trained? 

- Are periodic evaluations of mechanics carried out? How7 

- Nhat are pay and prowotlon pollcler? 

- Is there a union(s)7 Uhat employees are covered7 

_ How are grievances handled7 

- Nave any unfair labor practices been filed with the NLRg7 How were they 
resolved7 

- Uhat is the state of union/management relations7 



1. The independent variables were not of interest for the case 
studies. 

2. The effect of the independent variables within the u&e1 was 
logical. 

3. The coefficients of the independent Mriables wxe significant 
at the 10 percent level. 

4. The mdel was significant the 10 percent level. 

5. Given criteria 4, the R-squared value was as high as 
possible. 

The data used was drawn fran the 1981 Sect ion 15 statist its. The 
saaqle xas restricted to system3 with fran 45 to 1000 buses and excluded 
systans with rail service. Several systems were eliminated because of 
missing or inconsistent data. The final saqle consisted of 107 
systeus. The following Mriables acre considered in developing the 
regression rrpdels : 

* 

* 

* 

* 

* 

In 

Fleet size (total revenue vehicles) 

Peak vehicles (total vehicles operating during the peak) 

Mean age of fleet (years) 

Age distribution of fleet (proportion of fleet in each of six 
different 5-year age categories) 

Dispersion of the age distribution 

Speed (revenue miles/revenue hours) 

Peak to base ratib (peak vehicles/base vehicles) 

Spare ratio (total revenue vehicles/peak vehicles) 

Vehicle utilizatiogl (revenue miles/revenue vehicles). 

addition, roadcal Is per 1000 revenue miles and labor hours per 
1000 revenue miles uere tried as independent Mriables. A n&r of 
functional form =ere tested based on a-priori expectations. The final 
mxlels chosen wre: 

FIG= -0.802 + 0.114 h (VEH) + 8.905/SP~ 
R2 = 0.175 F = 11.48 

where Rc = roadcal 1s due to mechanical failure per 1000 
revenue miles 

VEH= revenue vehicles 

SPESD = average speed (miles per hour). 

LH = -2.9 + 0.009WX + .88/SPEED + .8OAGE + 9.3X - 6.1SPARE 
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ahere Iii = burs of tmintenance Iabor per 1000 rmenue miles 

AL;E= man age of fleet 

SPARE = revenue vehicles/peak vehicles. 

Both nmdels are signif icant at the five percent level. Only the 
intercept of the labor hour rmdel is not significant; the coefficient of 
AS is significant at the 12 percent level. All other coefficients are 
significant at 10 percent or better. 

Neither model explained a large percent of variation (37 percent 
for labor hours only 18 percent for roadcalls). Wk acknowledge that 
this may be &e to local departures fran established Section 15 
reporting practices, but based on our site visits, FIR are confident that 
the residual variation is also an indication that the management and 
naintenance practices we studied in the cases are very irqortant in 
explaining mriation in maintenance cost and reliability. 

&Mbit 5, shorn the relationships be-en speed, fleet size and 
roadcalls and betumn speed, fleetsize, vehicle age, spares, roadcalls 
aud labor requir-ts. The graphs sbcran in Exhibit 5 illustrate the 
effect that each of the independent variables would have if they could 
be changed without influencing any of the other variables. Ihe ef feet 
of each independent wwiable (both those that wre successfully included 
in the umdels and those which were not significantly related to 
perfomanc e) are discussed below. 

IPXUIDED v- 

Fleet 
Size - -- 

Roadcalls - 

sp are 
Ratio - 

Speed is the mst significant and has the mst explan- 
atory pomer of any variable in both models. Both 

.aoadcal Is and labor hours decrease wi th increases in 
speed (or, perhaps, decreases in congest ion). We 
believe that speed, to sam? extent, captures the service 
profile of the mrious systems. 

Total revenue vehicles was significant in both models. 
This indicates that there are diseconcmies of scale in 
bus maintenance. In the roadcal 1 mdel , roadcal 1 
increase at a decreasing rate with fleet size. In the 
labor hour mdel, labor hours increase at a constant rate 
with fleet size. 

Roadcal Is per revenue mile is significant in the mdel 
for labr hours. Hours of labor increase with roadcal 1s. 
&e possible exp1anation of this result is that roadcalls 
are a cause of labor rather than preventing roadcalls. 

The ratio of revenue vehicles to peak vehicles is 
significant in the labor hours mDde1. Labor decreases 
with increases in spare vehicles. Presumably, having a 
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Exhibit 5 

Effect of Independent Variables on Roadcalls and Labor Utilization 
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Exhibit 5 cont’d 

Effect of Independent Varinbles on Roadcalle and Labor Utilization 
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large nunber of spare vehicles allows labor time to be 
used rmre efficiently. The spare ratio was also 
signficant in one roadcal 1 model, but it had a positive 
coefficient. This may be because sys tens wi th unsuccess- 
ful maintenance programs are substituting addi tional 
vehicles for inprovenents in maintenance reliability. We 
did not include the positive relationship of spares to 
roadcalls in our site selection raodels. 

&- The average age of the fleet is significant at the 14 
percent level in the model for labor hours. Hours of 
labor increase for fleets with higher average ages. Age 
FWS not significant in the roadcall model. L 

Age distribution of fleet. ‘Ihe only rmdels in which the age categories 
had significant coefficients included all but one of the age categories 
plus the mean age of the fleet. 

Dispersion of age. The standard deviation of the age categories TKSS not 
significant in either model although it had a correlation of -.17 with 
labor hours per revenue mile. 

Peak vehicles. The nunber of vehicles used during the peak was 
significant &en it was substituted for revenue vehicles: it had a 
similar effect but was not as significant as revenue vehicles. 

Peak to base ratio. This variable was not significant in any of the 
-1s although it had a +.19 correlation with labor hours per revenue 
mile. Its lack of significance in the uxxiel was probably due to the 
+.51 correlation between speed and utilization. 

Labor. Al though roadcal 1s per revenue mile was significant in the labor 
hours models, the opposite was not true. 

The regression models were used to obtain estimates of the residual 
variation in our Section 15 data which could not be explained by the 
system variables just discussed. Residuals fran the roadcall and labor 
models w2re plot ted against one another to develop a display of 
departures fran expected performance. Inspection of these plots allowed 
us to identity those systers that wxe along the low roadcal 1 - low 
labor /high roadcal 1 - high labor axis by the standards of the two 

models. 

After identifying several of these systens, v.e analyzed than 
individually. First, xe checked the consistency of their data by 
canparing the 1981 data used for selection to the 1980 and 1979 Section 
15 data. If the 1981 data appeared to be inconsistent with the two 
previous years, the system ams less likely to be chosen for the case 
s tudi es. For instance, the consistency check showed that Duluth, which 
aFas a likely candidate by the other criteria, had a 50 percent drop in 
roadcalls from 1980 and 1979 levels. 
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In addition, the MA Fleet Inventory for 1981 was checked. The 
percentage of the fleet by nmnfacturer, the percentage of the fleet that 
was air condi timed, and the percentage that was li f t equipped mre 
noted as possible causes of vuiations in labor hours and roadcalls. 

The general criteria for choosing our first four sites mere: 

1. The sites uere along the low roadcall-low labor/high roadcall 
high labor axis (i.e., the systan was either very successful 
of very unsuccessful at maintenance). 

2. ‘Ihe systems mere either mxiiun (100 to 200 vehicles) or large 
(600-800 vehicles). 

3. ‘Ihe 1981 data VAS consistent with itself and with the data 
fran the previous tm years. 

Based on these criteria, the following sites were selected. 

Low roadcall-low labor system 
Madison, Wise. 
Milwaukee, wise. 

High roadcall-high labor system 
Dade Co. Fla. 
c;ary, hi. 

We later added 2 rare sites to the sqle to give us points of contrast 
to the previously selected system. This involved the addition of turn 
systems with good roadcall records and high labor utilization: 

Low roadcall-high labor system 
San Antonio, Texas 
Syracuse, NY 

We f ina ly chose Spokane and Tacoma, Washington to caqlete our design. 
Tacam mas selected because its data represented it as a low labor, high 
roadcal ly systan with Spokane (low labor and low roadcal 1s) added 
because of i ts proximi ty to Tacoma. Subsequent evidence, however, 
sl-xmed that Tacoma had rmch higher labor requirmts than previously 
thought. 

The final result of this selection process resulted in selection 
and categorization of the eight case systems as shown below. 

Roadcal 1s per Mile 
Adjusted for Local Conditions 

Labor per 
Mile Adjusted 
for Local 
Gndi tions 

HiBh 

Madison 
Milwaukee 
spo-e 

s-w 

21 

syr acuse 
San Antonio 

Dade Gun 
Tacam 



An illustration of the characteristics of the case cities is shorn in 
Exhibit 6. This figure shows the observed labor input to tmintenance 
and roadcall record and the values expected on the basis of regression 
analyses as vectors. The tails of the vectors are the values expected 
oh the basis of the regression mdels, and the heads represent observed 
values. The length of the vector for each system represents the 
difference between the expected and observed values. Our study design 
allows us to interpret the location of the tails of the vectors as the 
result of service profile severity and diseconanies of scale (for 
roadcalls), as well as fleet age, in-service breaMowns, and spares (for 
labor hours). The length and direction of the vectors tells us howmxh 
better (or mrse) than expected each systan perfonm. Short vectors 
indicate little variation frcm the expected pattern, while long vectors 
are a sign of significant departures fran expected perfomance. It is 
these departures that we hope to explain in tems of site character- 
istics. 

The pattern of residual vectors observed suggests three types of 
quest ions to be pursued: 

1. My is it that Miami, Tacana and Gary use mre labor and have 
mre roadcalls than expected? 

2. My is it that h4ilvaul+e, Spokane and Mxiison use less labor 
and have fewer roadcalls than expected? 

3. Miy is it that Syracuse and San Antonio use mre labor, but 
have feuer roadcalls than expected? Are they “purchasing” 
reliabiIi ty with labor intensive practices? 

D. Site Visits and Interview 

Each of the sites identified according to the procedures discussed 
above was approached in a similar tmnner. This involved the mailing of 
a general introductory letter to management describing the wses of 
the study and indicating our intention to telephone to arrange for the 
intial site visit and travel to the site to make arrangements for data 
co1 lection. Our procedures diverged fran our pre-planned methods at 
this point becaus of wriations in local interest, candor, time 
constraints and cooperativeness. In sane cases, we conducted on-site 
intervim as planned. In others, question packets were left behind and 
ufere filled out by their intended subjects (sane of v.han ware sub- 
sequent 1 y interviewed> , and in still other systms, responses were 
obtained fran only one or two systan personnel. F&hibit 7 sumarizes 
the type and extent of our fieldwrk at each site. 

As each case study was cazpleted several draft copies of the study 
uere sent to the participating transit agency for review. Each agency 
mas requested to return any canmnts and corrections within four weeks 
of receipt of the draft copies. All agency canznts and suggestions 
were reviewed by the research tean and appropriate alternations were 
made in the study if needed. Copies of these cases are listed in the 
references section of this report;, arid are anilable as separate 
publications. 
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Exhibit 7 

Nature and Extent of Site Visits 

System 

Milwaukee 

San Antonio Director of Maintenance 

Miami 

Madison 

Tacoma 

Personal Interviews Other 

General Manager Management collected written 
Supt. of Maintenance responses to interview ques- 
Asst. Supt. of Maintenance tions from all persons indi- 
Union President. cated in Exhibit 3. 
Personnel Director 
Purchasing Manager 

Management collected infor- 
mation by telephone from some 
of the persons listed in 
Exhibit 3 and prepared 
written summaries 

Director of Operations 
General Supt. of Maintenance 
Maintenance Engineer 
Asst. General Supt. of 

General Maintenance 
Asst. General Supt. of 

Support Services 
Supt. of Administration 

and Budget 
Supt. of Garages (3) 
Maintenance Supervisor 
Maintenance Production Coor- 

dinator 
Mechanic 
Union Steward 
Manager of Training 
Chief of Materials Manage- 

ment 

General Manager 
Asst. General Manager 
Maintenance Manager 
Maintenance Superinten- 

dent 
Shop Foreman 
Finance Manager 
Parts Superintendent 
Personnel, Safety, and 

Training Manager 
Union President 

Executive Director 
Director of Transporta- 

tion 
Maintenance Manager 

Management collected written 
responses to interview ques- 
tions from all persons listed 
in Exhibit 3. 

Management collected written 
responses to interview ques- 
tions from all persons listed 
in Exhibit 3 
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Exhibit 7 (cont'd) 

System 

Syracuse 

Gary 

Spokane 

Personal Interviews 

General Manager 
Asst. General Manager 
Director of Purchasing 
Director of Maintenance 
Director of Human Resources 

Management 
President of CNYRTA 

General Manager 

Executive Director 
Supt. of Maintenance 
Supt. of Transportation 
Associate Supt. 

Other 

Management collected written 
responses to interview ques- 
tions for all persons listed 
in Exhibit 3 

Management collected written 
responses for some of persons 
listed in Exhi bit 3. 

Management co1 
responses for 
in Exhibit 3. 

lected written 
persons listed 



E. Analytical Approach 

We used three di f ferent procedures in analyzing the information 
generated by the case s tudi es. The first consisted of a close reading 
of each case and the development of summries addressing each of our 
hypotheses. These s- ies were condensed into Exhibits to highlight 
the xrost notable features of each systm. The second step was to relate 
the conditions observed at each system to its performance character- 
istics, as defined by deviations fran expected roadcall and labor values 
generated in our regression analyses. Ihe purpose of this step was to 
identify local condi t ions &ich se-d to account for differences not 
explained by the Section 15 regression umdels. Our third step was to 
ccmbine the results fran the first two steps with general inpressions 
and insights gained by our staff during the course of the research. This 
resulted in the ckvelopaent of a sunmry of the conditions and practices 
which se& to account for Mriations in rnaintenace perfomance at the 
sites in question. 
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4. Site Characteristics and System Highlights 

This Section gives a brief overview of each case study systw and 
an evaluation of the data used in site selection. 

A. Milwaukee, Wise. The Milwaukee County Transit System (KIS) 
provides f uceci route bus service throughout Milwaukee County. Its 
service area contains 965,000 people. The cl &ate in Milwaukee is 
extra, wi th 46 inches of snow per year on average. Iow tanperatures 
in January average 11 degrees and August highs are in the 80’s. 

KITS is overseen by d special catmittee of the County Board and is 
-aged by a private, not-for-profit corporation, Milwaukee Transport 
Senrice. Ihe three major divisions of Milwaukee Transport Services 
(Transportation, Schedules, and QuiplEnt and Plant) all report to the 
operating carpany’s assistant rmnager for operations. A wnnary of 
maintenance experience at KTS is shove in Exhibit 8. These figures 
show that EIS’s roadcall record has been relatively stable, and that 
its 1981 labor data is not out of line with pervious years. It is 
reasonable to classify Milwaukee as a site dich has achieved a high 
degree of reliability in recent years with a relatively Iow labor 
requirement. But it should be noted that its la&r data shows an upward 
trend. Other significant aspects of the ETS case prepared by Kosinski 
(1984a) are shown in Exhibit 9. 

Milmukee benefits fran its private not-for-profit approach to 
managmt, high lllechanic salaries, open cannm ication, and willingness 
to innovate. tiitoring with dyn- ters and oil analysis have proven 
useful (APTA, 1982). Ixle to budget cutbacks and staff reductions, use 
of writ ten procedures RCXS gradully discontinued during the era of 
private mership but ZI’S has continued to insist on pre-run in- 
spections. Training programs, special door repair classes, and a brake 
“hot line” are all attqts to deal with errzerging problems. The upuwd 
trend in M=I’s labor costs rnry reflect the inpact of new equipnznt or 
inadequate staff and skill levels. 

B. Dade Co., Fla. The &trobus System in Dade Co., Florida is the 
fixed route bus portion of the ktropolitan Dade County Transportation 
A&ins tration. It serves an urban area of 1.6M people. The climate in 
Dade Co. is characterized as subtropical marine, with long, v~rm, =t 
surmzs and mi Id, dry winters. Iow tgnperatures in January average in 
the 50’s and August highs are about 90 degrees. High heat , hunidi ty, 
and air tome salt cause maintenance problem for &trobus. 

The Dade Co. systan is a department of the 6unty government. Its 
executive director reports directly to the County board. Bus mainten- 
ance, planning and scheduling, and transportat ion al 1 report to the 
Director of Cperations at btrobus. A w description of rminten- 
ante perfonmnce at Metrobus is shown in Exhibit 10. These figure 
reflect an expansion of Metrobus’s fleet and growth in both peak and 
base service over the last 4 years. What is of particular note is the 
relatively high degree of agreerent in revenue miles, total roadcalls, 
and labor hour figures for 1981 and 1982. This establishes a fair 
anwnt of credibility for those data,p,ints. (Less credence is owed to 
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Exhibit 8 

Milwaukee County Transit Systan Data Profile 

Fleet size 
peti 
base 

Revenue miles (RM) 
Revenue hours 
Average speed 
Total roadcal 1s 
Roadcalls (uxxh. fail) 
Roadcalls (mf.)11000 I&f 
Hour of maintenance labor 
Labor hours/1000 EM 
Average fleet age 

Fleet ccqosition in 1981 

1982 1981 1980 1979 
611 719 585 597 
497 499 472 458 
264 268 264 250 

21,912,734 21,843,463 20,894,OOO 19.882.000 
1,740,602 1,750,223 1,854,OOO 1,542,OOO 

12.5 12.5 11.3 12.9 
11,180 12,575 10,551 7,722 

6,900 7,278 6,668 5064 
0.31 0.33 0.32 0.25 

593,498 555,825 448,050 375,355 
27.08 25.3 21.4 18.9 

9.0 12.9 15.2 13.5 

%GM : 84% includes 150 KTS’s 
%Flx : 16% 
%ffi -- 
% Other :: -- 

% Lift equipped: 40% 
% air conditioned: 40% 

Source : Section 15 Data and APTA Fleet Inventory 

tb te: The internal wrking definition of a roadcall in ?CE is a 
dispatch of a mchanic for a bus change or a bus rqair. 
This is different fran the definitions used in Section 15 
rqrting. 
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Eshibit 9 
High1 ights of the Mlwaukee Case 

ication beWeen managanent levels is frequent and open. Most 
anbers of the cement mnaganmt team were qloyees of the 
predecessor private hfi laaukee bus sys ten. 

2. Writ ten policies mere gradually discontinued because of budget 
constraints during the era of transition frcm private ownership to 
pub1 ic ownership. 

3. The Board of Directxs is not actively involved in maintenance 
policy decision-making. 

4. PM is done on a 2.5, 5, 30, 100 thousand tile cycle. Oil analysis 
ddpr- ters are used. Mandatory pm-run inspections are done. 

5. A canputer inventory and record system is being planned. 

Labor 
-Both sides view their relationship as cooperative. 

2. EpPoyee suggestions are viewed as part of maintenance policy 
devel~t. 

3. titil recently, rros t mechanic openings were f il led by driver- 
cleanerlrrechanic progression. However, recruitment has lagged 
behind need, so an apprenticeship program has been developed. 

4. Testing is used as the basis for hiring and praxmtion. Six and 
hive mnth training prograum are available for those seeking 
pranation. 

Operating Envirarment 
. ECS and new look C&f vehicles wre in use in 1981. The recent 

addition of a Neoplan subfleet has led to inventory difficulties. 
Average vehicle age VAS 12.9 years in 1981. 

2. Local ueather-related factors include extranes in temperatures, 
heat, cold, potholes, snow and roadsalt. 

F%le budget is prepared using an incremntal line-item process. 

2. Maintenance accounts for 18% of operating costs. 

Physical Facilities 
. The shop and one garage mere originally builtufor streetcars. %m 

nea garages have been built since 1981. Not al 1 garages can 
service all vehicles. 

2. An engine msher and dynamane ter are needed in one garage, but 
space limitations prevent installation. Frame. straightening and 
wheel al igment equQ=nt is needed. Hmmmde lubricating 
equiprmt was recently replaced. 
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Exhibit 10 
Metrobus System Rata Profile 

1982 1981 1980 1979 
Fleet Size 865 673 654 673 pe* 441 428 

base 361 317 
Revenue miles (RM) 22,952,993 21,660,833 
Revenue hours 1,969,634 1,703,771 
Average speed 11.65 12.7 
Tot al roadcal 1s 35,769 38,893 
Roadcal 1s (mech. fail) 24,899 32,596 
Roadcalls (rnf./llOO I&ill 1.08 1.50 
Hours of uuintenance labor 1,097,682 1,001,600 
Labor hours/1000 RM 47.82 46.2 
Average fleet age 8.1 9.0 

Fleet caxposition - 1981 

%GM : 65% 
% Flx : 15% 
%M : 16% 
% Other : 4% 

This includes 260 RTS-II-04 

% Lift equipped: 0 
% air conditioned: 99% 

Source: Section 15 Data and APTA Fleet Inventory 

425 
309 

24,354 
21,652 

773) 900 

9.0 

Note: The internal umrking definition of roadcal 1 in Miami 

413 
286 

19,365,OOO 
1,654,OOO 

11.7 
24,643 
21,401 

1.11 
563,200 

29.1 
7.3 

is a 
driver reported defect. This is different fran the definitions 
*ich are used for Section 15 reporting. 
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the3980 and 1979 data becuase of known problans in the startup of the 
Section 15 data program). The one discrepancy which shold be noted is 
that the 1982 and 1981 Echanical roadca1ls/1000 mile figure. The 
difference between these values indicates a need for taut ion i-n 
interpretat ion, but even if 1.1 is used as a plausible figure, this 
system still represents a case where labor and roadcalls are higher than 
expected. 

It should be noted that our selection and review of the h&trobus 
system was caq>leted prior to the opening of Mztrorail in 1984; however, 
some of the effects of system expansion on bus opertions were docunented 
in the case analysis. 

There viere many notable features about the Miami case. These 
include Miami’s new rail system, construction of several new garages* 
and the organization of the bus systen as a part of county government. 
Other observations based on the case prepared by might (1984a) are 
listed in Exhibit ‘11. Mid is a system with both internal and external 
problmss. Its external problems include aRather and service conditions, 
frozen mechanic positions and understaf f ing, and its lack of autonany in 
purchasing and hiring. Its’ internal problem include a history of 
transitions in nenagazYnt, some outmxled and poorly designed facilities, 
high overt ime expenses and the absence of form1 or traditional 
mangeznznt processes. There appears to be a great deal of activity in 
Metrobus to inprove the overall efficiency and effectiveness of the 
system. This includes the Gnmty Board’s mandated M?o systan, the 
development of departnxnt-level perfonmnce Easures, the institution of 
a major training progran, and an agressive program of garage construc- 
tion and test equipment acquisitions. In addition, Metrobus management 
seems to be pursuing irmova tions in equipment inprovanent , and increas- 
ing its ability to test and txmitor vehicles on a daily basis. 

Metrobus has been wry aggressive in dealing with the backlog of 
work atrich resulted fran past mi smnagenent and equilzmznt problaps. For 
-ample, its engineers pioneered the AM; air conditioner retrofit . It 
has created an inspector general position and organized a quality 
assurance section. It has hired a nuder of “production coordinators” 
whose primary responsibilities are to analyze and interpret curputer 
reports cm systan performance. It has also decided to contract out a 
significant portion of its backlog to avoid engaganent in a.constant 
“catch-up” regime of maintenance. It has established a training program 
to develop a awe qualified internal staff. 

c. San Antonio. Via Metropolitan Transit is the third largest 
system included in our study. It serves Bexa County, Texas which covers 
1157 square miles and has a total population of 982,000 people. The 
climate in San Antonio is hot and arid. Law tanpexatures in January are 
near 40 degrees and sumw highs average about 96, 

VIA Transit is organized as a Regional Transit Authority uhicb is 
supported by a f percent sales tax. ‘Ihe Board has 11 embers appointed 
by elected officials. The predecessor agency to VIA, the San Antonio 
Transit Systen was extremely active in a wwiety of maintenance 
activities, including contract wintenance for tnmicipal vehicles such 
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Exhibit 11 
Major kacteristics of the Miami Case 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

A series of cnanagwt transit ions has occured in recent years. 
This has resulted in scxre reorganization and lack of clarity about 
departmental roles. A new managqt team seers to be iaproving 
coxmmications by iqlmting a managanent-by-objective approach. 
A new rail systan is being built. A signficant amount of tmnage- 
ment time and staff resources have been diverted fran bus to 
accmdate this new developrnnt . 
h&nag-t policies are being formalized as part of the new Me0 
systan. 
The Board of Directors has requested performance targets frao the 
maintenance division. 
Ph4 is performed on a 6, 18, 54 thousand mile cycle. Sum3 oil 
analysis is done. No pre or post run inspections are done. 
An in-house caquter system for inventory and maintenance record- 
keeping is being developed. A service bureau is now used for 
roadcal 1 reporting. At tetqts to use off-the-shelf inventory 
sof Ware wre unsuccessful. 

Labor 
1, The relationship between union and annagement is defined as adversarial. 
2. Labor and maganent meet regularly in formal rxxetings. 
3. A new 7& mnths training program has been established because of 

probla in recrui knent. The union says that salaries are too low, 
and muzagaaent claims applicants are not well qualified and have language 
deficiencies. 

4. Testing programs are used for hiring and prmtion. Tuition rebates and. 
refresher courses are available. 

Operating Ewlrorment 
. The fleet incluedes FLX, RTS, AK, and older CXI vehicles. This has 

severe inventory effects. 
2. Heat, knidi ty and air condi t ioner design cause significant 

probleras. Airborne salt causes corrosion. 

??%I e budget is prepared as a group effort. Data processing supper t 
is inadequate. Managmt hopes to go into a 3-5 year maintenance 
planning and bus acquisition cycle. 

2. Maintenance accounts for 25% of operating expenses. The average for 
systtxrs of this size is 18.3%. A nunber of staff positions are 
frozen, and there have been budget cuts in the past. 

Physical Facilities 
. New garages were bui 1 t in 1969 and 1981. An older facility was 

recently rebuilt. Lift orientation and design is a problem in the 
newer garage. 

2. No eqtivt problezns Ere noted, except that space for a dynananeter 
as eliminated to accmdate an electrical substation for the new 
rail system. 

3. Physical distribution of inventory is not a problem, but purchasing 
through the county and a new materials managanent division are 
sources of delay and parts shortages. 
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as fire trucks, tow trucks and autaxobiles. This I- facility now 
serves VIA’s transit fleet. It has a large floor area, and an extensive 
machine shop. 

A sunmry of Section 15 data describing VIA’s recent history is 
shaan in E&bit 12. These figures show a reasonable mt of 
consistency. The recent change in age, labor, and roadcal 1s are not 
&-tic enou@ to alter the pattern of expected and observed indicators 
sbm in Section 3. 

The case description of VIA (Kosinski, 1984b) does not include as 
sa.xh info-tion as those on Miami and Ml-tie because of differences 
in atanagemnt preference about the conduct of site visits, but there are 
a nunber of notable features in the VIA case. Exhibit 13 lists the 
major points. Anmg these are the facts that it controls its oan 
intentory and procedur-t, it handles its oun hiring $rocedures, and 
does not follow the practice of recrui mt of mechanics fran the driver 
and cleaner ranks. Its invol vexrent of both maintenance and transpor- 
tation personnel in pre-run inspections is also unusual. The relatively 
loar nunber of roadcalls at VIA should be interpreted in light of the 
fact that it has the highest average speed of any of our case sys taos 
and rather lcw load factor (passenger miles per revenue mile). It 
should also be r-red that VIA can afford to be labor intensive 
because San Antonio has a very low (non-transit) average wage rate. An 
example of this is VIA’s practice of rexnrking cylinders and bearings, 
and rewinding generators, as opposed to purchasing of n- or contract 
rebuilt units. Still, VIA has the loujest maintenance cost per mile, and 
the highest ratio of mileage to total roadcalls of any of our 8 case 
oystms. 

D. CNY Centro, Inc. CrJy Centro is a public corporation which 
provides transit service for Syracuse, NY and surrounding counties. The 
population of its main service area is 390,000. Gntro is located in 
upstate New York. This region has long, cold winters with average 
January lows of 16 and short , mild suIp13rs wi th highs near 82 degrees. 
Syracuse receives nrxlerate aarxmts of rain and heavy azxiunt of snow. 

CNY Centro is part of the Central New York mA. It PAS created in 
the public takeover of the private Syracuse Transit Grporation in 1972. 
m’s board includes ~KQ directors with transportation backgrod. 
CXY Centro’s maintenance profile is shovn in Exhibit 14. These figures 
are arpng the uost consistent in our sample of eight systePas, with the 
except ion of the 1979 labor hour report. The nrx3t visible feature of 
CNY Centro is its hew facility, a mxl tipurpose building which provides 
space for bus storage and servicing, repair shop, CZY Centro, and CNYIRA 
adminstrative off ices. Details about this facility are included in our 
detailed case discussion (Kosinski, 1984). The major highlights of the 
CNY systan are noted in Exhibit 15. 

CZX Centro is renarkable because it =s performing ~11 even before 
it ~gved into its new facility. CNY Centro relied on 8 old garages 
prior to cqletion of its new garage. These w scattered throughout 
the city, ad xmat mre cpi te -11, resulting in severe inventory 
access problans. It sews to conf inn the inqortance of good manag-t, 
pre and post run inspections, and qualified labor. It is, in many ways# 
similar to San Antonio in these regards. 
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Fleet size 

Exhibit 12 
VIA Metropolitan Transit Data Refile 

peak 
base 

Revenue miles (RM) 
Revenue Hours 
Average speed 
Total Roadcal Is 
Roadcalls (mech. fail) 
ESoadcalls (mf) /lOOO F&f 
Hours of maintenance labor 
Labor hours/1ooo IUM 
Average age of fleet 

Fleet ccqosi tion in 1981 
%GMZ 89% 50% RTS 
% Other: 11% 
% Lift equipped: 5% 
% Air conditioned 100% 

1982 1981 1980 1979 
454 530 403 I 

372 338 329 
148 151 177 

14,00,3118 14,230,963 13,214,279 
997,975 1,010,278 900,594 

14.0 14.1 14.7 
2,660 2,767 2,992 

644 926 1,087 
0.05 0.09 0.08 

405,663 420,375 267,051 
28.9 29.5 20.9 

8.2 8.9 10.4 

Source : Section 15 Data and APTA Fleet Inventory 

t 
N 
0 
T 

I 
N 
B 

0” 
K 

Note: The internal wrking definition of a roadcall in San Antonio 
is a nrxhanic being dispatched for either a bus change or a 
bus repair. This is different fran the definitions used for 
Section 15 reporting. 
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The head of maintenance is extremely qerienced and is a strong _ - 
force in the organization. 

A written set of policies and procedures covers all aspects of 
maintenance. 

Managmt 
A. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

3. 

PM is &me on a 4 and 48 thousand mile cycle. Re-run and pas t-run 
inspections are required; pm-run inspections include tire pressure 
testing. Both maintenance and trans~rta t ion personnel are 
involved in the pre-run check. In-house oil waluat ion for liquid 
contaminants is done. 

No plans have been trade for carputerization. 

Inventory and 
department. 

Exhibit 13 
Highlights of San Autcmio Case 

Labor 
1.A cooperative 

procurenent are the responsibility of the maintenance 

relationship with labor exists. 

2. Only experienced mechanics are hired. Only 5% of all applicauts 
are hired. 30% of new hires are terminated during their probation- 
ary period. Salary levels are low relative to the industry, but 
prcxmtion increments are high and San Antonio’s heavy industry was 
generally iqacted by the recent recession. 

4. A tuition rebate program is available. 

0perat ing Environment 
. VIA’s fleet is predanihatly CV& with 50% RTS vehicles. No 

inventory problems have occurred. 

2. Heat and hxnidi ty, and air condi timing design have caused 
problems. 

f- . Maintenance prepares its own budget. 

2. Savings of l-3% have been realized in recent years. They were 
attributed to the addition of newer vehicles to the fleet. 

Physical Facilities 
. The current garage, bui 1 t in 1948, has axple space and shop 

equip=m; it fomerly maintained other vehicles as we1 1 as buses. 

2. No equipmnt needs were noted. No unit rebuilding is contracted 
out, expect for crankshafts. 

3. No inventory logistics problms vm-e uoted. 
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Exhibit 14 
aW (EJEU Data Profile 

Fleet size 165 159 161 163 
peti 114 114 114 131 
base 70 63 63 56 

Revenue miles (RM) 3,879,126 3,955,412 4,092,133 4,103,022 
Revenue hours 334,028 341,019 345,512 339,186 
Average speed 11.6 11.6 11.8 12.1 
Total roadcalls 960 881 862 1158 
Roadcalls (mech. fail) 527 545 602 903 
Roadcalls (mf./llOOO I&i 0.13 0.14 0.14 0.22 
Hours of maintenance labor 122,800 118,000 115.986 10,900 
Labor hours/1000 RM 31.6 29.8 28.3 2.7 
Average age of fleet 8.6 9.4 8.5 7.4 

Fleet Caqosition in 1981 
%GM 22% 
% Flx 55% 
%ffi 14% 
% other 9% 
% Lift equipped 3% 
% Air conditioned 81% 

1982 1981 1980 1979 

Source : Section 15 Data and APTA Fleet Inventory 

Note: zhe internal wxking definition of a roadcall in CNY Centro is 
a defect *ich causes a service disruption. This is the definition 
used for Section 15 reporting purposes. 

It should also be noted that CNY Centro wns and operates 
the fleet shovxx here, but maintains an additional 17 buses 
for another transit system. See the Case Study for Jetai Is 
(Kosinski, 1984C). 
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Exhibit 15 
Highlights of the Syracuse Case 

lY!=%F‘!b era1 bnager has taken an act ive t earn management approach 
ubich involves high levels of staff interaction and an gtphasis on 
staff ckveloprent. 

2. General tiger and Maintenance Manager qhasize continuous 
reevaluation of maintenance procedures. Maintenance perfomauxe 
reports are reviewA by the Board of Directors. 

3. FM is done on a 6000 mile cycle by a tezxn of dedicated mechanics. 
Both pre and post-mu inspections are required. Tire pressure is 
checked daily because tires are ov~ed, not leased. 

4. An extensive canputer systaP is used for vxxk order processing, 
inventory coutrol , record keeping, and cost accounting. 

Labor 
~Dnionmanagment relations are cooperative, but there are occasional 

disputes about overtim and attendance. 

2. Frequent, infonml meetings are held between 

3. Emphasis has recently changed fran on-the-job 
wmkers to an apprenticehsip program. 

4. Testing is used for hiring and prrxmtion. 

labor and managtizn2nt. 

training of unskilled 

No formal training 
programs for current anployees have been developed. 

Operating Gwirorment 
. ov 50% of the fleet is FLX, with the remainder being CM and GIG. 

Noe~nventory problms we reported. 

2. The climate causes problems because of cold aud smm, road salt aud 
potholes. 

F . Detailed cost accounting is done to al locate changes for contract 
work. 

2. Parking facilities are a revenue source. 

3. No ‘budget problem mare reported. 

Physical Facilities 
l The systgn’s new garage has a nmbsr of state-of-the-art features, 

but prior to 1982, mrk was performed at 8 sites scattered 
throughout the city. 

2. The new garage has a drive on dynarmne ter, a special lift-equipped 
bus painting booth, an overhead crane to transport engines fran 
service bYS to shop areas ; autamtic diagnostic equipment 
is being installed. 

3. Inventory is centrally located. 
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E. Gary public Transportation Corporation. GPTC provides transit 
service for Ciarv, Indiana’s 152,000 residents. Ihe service area of GPIC 
is 60 square &ies. Gary’s cl&ate is extranely variable, with suxxz 
highs in the eighties and winter lows averaging 17*. Gary typically 
gets 42 inches of snow per year. 

The GFl?C is headed by an appointed Board of Directors which serves 
without ccqensat ion. i%naganent, hiring, and procurenxznt - as well as 
transportat ion-are handled by Gary Interci ty Lines, Inc. Gary Interci ty 
Lines was the city’s prixxte carrier. The City of Gary purchased the 
canpany’s interest in the systan in 1975, but retained it to wge the 
actual provision of service. 

Indicators of GFIC’s maintenance profile are shown in Exhibit 16. 
These figures S&V several inconsistencies. The first is in the 1980 
Labor data. The figure is obviously too low, and it quite out of line 
with previus and succeeding years. Flowever, if we discount the 1980 
data, it appears that Gary has increased i ts labor cani tment to 
maintenance each year. he second inconsistency is in the nunber of 
mechanical and non-chargeable roadcal Is e The 1979 data can be dis- 
regarded because of tiown problm in the startup of the Section 15 
Co1 lection effort. I-kwever, there is a dramatic drop in the 1982 data 
which is not consistent with the published performance indicator for 
roadcalls in the 1982 data. We believe that 0.86 is the appropriate 
figure to use based on calculations made with raw section 15 data. This 
nunber, taken in conjunction with the increasing labor figure, shows 
that Gm is slowly increasing its reliability - but at the cost of 

increases in its labor canni ttment . This may indicate that Gary is 
roving toward the situation at San Antonio and Syracuse (higher than 
expected labor, but fewer roadcalls), but it is still in the early 
stages of such a mvenxnt. 

The most visible feature of the Gary Case is the systan’s extermely 
old maintenance facility which originally was constructed as a factory 
in 1890. This facility has only one lift capable of servicing KTS 
vehicles, and severe problens with vandalisn and cold weather are caused 
by outside vehicle storage, These problems should be alleviated shortly 
be the construct ion of a new garage. Other characteristics of Gary’s 

operations, as noted by Crnkovich (19841, are listed in Exhibit 17. 

Gary is extermely iqortant case in our study because it is a slgll 
systw in a large urban area, and it is still operated by the original 
for-profit c-any. Its current situation, however, sewS to indicate 
that it has suffered fran the lack of public attention-and funding-since 
it was taken over by the public sector. It appears that Gary has a 
relatively low mmber of mechanics for its fleet size, one for every 12 
vehicles. Madison, San Antonio and Tacaxn, in contrast, had a 
one-to-five mxhanic vehicle ratio. This variance cannot be explained 
by the system’s spare ratio because Gary ran 288,000 revenue miles per 
mechanic in 1981, canpared to 89,878 miles per mxhanic in h4iani. These 
figures indicate an understaffed system, with excessive reliance on 
overt-. 
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Rhibit lb 
Gary Public lhnstt Corporation Data Profile 

1982 
Fleet size 

E=* 
base iii 

Rev- miles (BQ 2.276.806 
Revulue bou.rs 166,265 
Average speed 13.6 
Total roadcal 1s 1566 
Roadcalls (mech. fail) 600 
Roadcalls (mf.)/lOOO I&i 0.26/.86* 
Hours of uaintenance labor 97,188 
Labors hours/1000 mi 42.68 
Average fleet age 10.3 

1981 
iI!3 

5838 
2,593,826 

205,070 
12.7 
2675 
2451 
0.94 

91.904 
35.4 

9.3 

1980 1979 
99 106 

io’ 
89 
50 

2,212,142 2,144,420 
171,514 161,686 

12.9 13.9 
3087 1,805 
2916 1,451 
1.32 0 .68 

7.072 68,035 
3.2 31.7 

10.0 7.9 

Fleet caxposition in 1981 

t?h i - 
100% including 15% RTSI03 

%ffi ; - 
%Other : - 

l 0.26 was cazputed fron these data. The section 15 report, howwer, ShmS 
0.86 as the perfozumace indicator. 

SOWfXX Section 15 Data and AETA Fleet Inventory 

Note: The internal mrking definition of a roadcall in 
Gaq is a driver reported defect. This ie different 
fran the definitions used for Section 15 reprting. 
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Exhibit 17 
Highlights of the Gary Case 

??E&rent rreets daily. 

2. No written policies have been established 

3. System rmnagemnt is involved in maintenance on a daily basis, but 
the Board is not. 

4. The city council and transit manageoznt staff reflect Gary’s 
changing population characteristics. 

5. FM is on a 4 and 9 thousand mile cycle. No pre or post run 
inspections are conducted. 

6. Inventory and vehicle records are kept manually. 

Labor 
TManagabent described its relationship with the union as adversarial. 

2. h4etings with the union are restricted to grievances and contract 
terms. 

3, A need for umhanics qua1 i f ied in air condi t ioning and electrical 
systems was noted. Salary Ievels are Iow relative to other transit. 
systgns and to Gary’s heavy industry. 

4. No testing is used for hiring or pramtion. Tuition rebates and 23 
bows of on-the-job training are provided to azployees. 

Opera t ing Ewirorment 
. The fleet consists of 8 mdels of W equipment with a 15% KE 

subfleet. 

2. Maintenance is difficult in Gary due to heat, cold, SWW, and 
potholes. 

t?%he budget is prepared on a line item incremental basis. 

2. 24% of the cost of operations is attributed to maintenance. There 
are umet equimt needs and staff shortages. 

3. Local funding is paid out of general mmicipal revenues; this 
source has been severely ingacted by the recent recession. 

Physical Facilities 
. The current facility was constructed as a factory in 1990 

2. The current facility provides inadequate space for inventory and 
has precluded acquisition of test equipment e 

3. The current facility has tm pits and 1 lift. 
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F. Madison Matro. Madison Metro semes an urbanized area of 
251,000 people, including the University of Wisconsin. Its teqerature 
range is extrme averaging 8O - 81° in January and July. 
has 40 inches of smm per year. 

It typical ly 

Madison &tro pras taken over the city in 1970. It was managed by a 
private fim until 1982 at which point a different firm, ATE, took over 
its mmagement functions. This change in managerwt wa significant 
because of ill-will and labor disputes involving the old managazrnt 

h43tro also has a new garage and office building ahich uw3 
:x&i in 1981. Metro’s operating contract is wni tored by the 
City’s Department of lkansportat ion, an appointed Transit Utility 
crmni t tee, and a llransportation Cmmission *ich reports to the City 
Council. Madison Metro’s maintenance profile is show in Exhibit 18. 
These figures are among the umst stable in our sample. 

Notable elements of ?&trots operation, as described by eight 
(1984) are shom in -ibit. 19. Madison is unlike other systems in our 
sample because it has a stated, quantifiable, and realistic (attainable) 
target for roadcalls, as qqosed to zero defect, cost minimization 
goals. It requires pre and post run inspections like other systems 
uhich seen to be good perfomrs, but it does not use cquterized 
diagnostics or oil analysis. The value of its maintenance system was 
proven in 1981 u&n it experienced severe problecns with KTS air 
conditioner performance. It is remarkable that its reliability record 
actually iqroved during this period due to careful mnaganent. It is 
also notable that M&son had to increase its PM Internal fran 6,000 to 
9,000 miles during this period because of the increased air conditioner 
workload--and that this did not have a noticeable effect on reliability. 

G. Tacam. Pierce Transit, headquartered in Tacam, Washington, 
provides service for Tacam and several other cities in Pierce Gunty. 
Its service area is 275 square miles and contains 436,000 people. 
Tacam has a mderate climate, with rainy winters and an annual taqper- 
atures range of 30-80 degrees. There are a nunher of steep grades on 
Tacona’s streets. 

Pierce’s predecessor aas taken over by the City of Tacana in the 
early 1950’s. It aas reorganized as an independent mnicpal corpora- 
tion, similar to an authority in 1980. Its new executive director has 
introduced~!S3 techniques and initiated developmnt of a new managanent 
infozmation systan. Pierce’s supervisory hoard is ccmposed of 7 
appointed carmissioners a;ho recieve mnthly performance data-including 
rzaintenance indicators. 

Pierce’s maintenance profile is shmn in Ejmibit 20. This profile 
shows significant growth in service provided, and, in 1981 and 1982, a 
simltaneous iuprovem nt in labor productivity and reliability. The 1980 
labor data appears to be out of line with previous and subsequent years. 
Al though ) of the fleet is equipped w-i th *eelchair lifts, but these 
are not heavily used. 
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Fzhibit 18 
Madison Metro Data Profile 

Fleet size 
P-k 
base 

&enue mi les (RM) 
Revenue hours 
Average spped 
Total roadcal 1s 
Roadcalls (uxch. fail) 
Roadcalls (mf.)/lOOO EM 
Hours of maintenance labor 
Labor hours/1000 PM 
Average fleet age 

Fleet canposition * 

1982 1981 1980 1979 

193 193 193 159 
141 146 142 122 
104 111 

4,473,483 4,694,295 3.980.3;: 3,687,1:: 
325,026 338,612 317,175 301,953 

13.7 13.9 12.5 12.2 
560 414 524 352 
451 361 491 327 
108 0.077 0.123 0.089 

72,256 70,073 95,320 69,888 
16.1 14.9 23.9 19.0 
10.0 9.0 7.9 10.2 

%GM 100% 48 E’S II’s; binder New Look 
% Flx i -- 
%ffi : -- 
% Other 
% Lift equippedt- 0 
$ air conditioned: 86% 

* Based on 1982 APTA Inventory. Mxiison VAS not listed in 1981. 

Source: Section 15 Data and AFTA Fleet Inventory. 

Note: The internal mrking def intion of a roadcall used in 
Edison is a bus change. This is different fran the 
definition used for Section 15 reporting. tidi son 
staff made a point of showing us that they have records 
tiich are consistent with the Section 15 definitions. 
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Exhibit 19 
Highlights of the Madison Case 

??ESy staff meetings, including maintenance, finance and oper- 
ations, are held by the genex al uxanager. 

2. None of Madison’s witten policies govern oeaintenance. 

3. Maintenance perfonxxance indicators are reported to the local ut iii ty 
caxmi ttee an a apnthly basis. 

4. PM is done on a 6000 mile cycle. Re axxd post-run inspections are 
required and they are regularly conducted. 

5. Vehicle records and inventory systans are annual. 

Labor 
TThere was a rmjor strike in 1980, but relations be-en the neat 

management tean and labor are view& as cooperative. 

2. Managgnent credits wxkers with many useful innovations. 

3. Driver-cleanerwchaxxic progression is viewed a problem by 
rn3nagePent. This xnxchanism is not adequate to fill current 
vacancies, and does not attract skilled mchanics. 

4. A test for entry level mechanics is being developed. There are no 
tests for pratton. 

Operation IGwirorment 
. Madison has an all c;M fleet, with 24% RTS equi-t. 

2. Gld, heat, snow and potholes wre listed as nraintenance problans. 

t Budge 

1. A line itgn increnexxtal budget process is used. An attanpt to use 
unit cost information identified urnnet data needs. 

2. The budget sems to be adequate (21% of operating costs), but 
additional staff positions are needed to reduce overtime. 

3. h4adison enjoys strong support fraxx the public and mxncipal 
government . 

Physical Facilities 

1. A xx- garage was constructed in 1981. 

2. New lifts are needed to accaxodate KTS equipment . 

3. Parts storage is satisfactory. 
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Exhibit 20 
Pierce Transit Cata Profile 

Fleet size 
peak 
base 
Revenue miles (Ph4) 
Revenue hours 
Average speed 
Total Etoadcal Is 
Roadcalls (mech fail) 
Roadcalls (mf)/lOOO PM 
Hours of maintenance labor 
Labor hours/1000 PM 
Average fleet age 

Fleet -sition in 1981 

% m 60% 
% FIX 19% 
% Other 21% 
% Air conditioned 24% 
% Lift equipped 25% 

1982 1981 1980 1979 
191 170 115 116 
lj2 104 92 

75 44 41 
5,073,735 3,487,776 3,200,610 

350,543 260,549 238,084 
14.4 13.4 13.4 

4,342 3,043 1,505 
3,114 2,670 1,369 

0.61 0.77 0.42 
146,160 131,200 2,080 

28.8 37.6 0.64 
16.1 14.5 15.0 

41 
3,200,610 

238,804 
13.4 

1,343 
1,167 

0.36 
78000 

24.4 
17.0 

Source : Section 15 Data and APTA Fleet Inventory 

Note: The internal mrking definition of a roadcalled used 
In Tacam is a bus change or repair abich requires 
the dispatch of a mechanic. This is different fran 
the definitions used in Section 15 reporting. 
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Pierce is a very interesting case because its executive director 
has 20 years experience in transportation, including 4.5 years in fleet 
tmnagement. In an interview, he identified three causes of maintenance 
problm in the transit industry (1) lack of nranagerial talent, (2) lack 
of recognition of the irrportance of Wintenance, (3) deferral of 
maintenance. 

Cdther sign1 f icant aspects of Pierce, as described by Wight 
(1984~) are shovn in -ibit 21. Pierce is an exaaple of a systentiose 
management is iuplementing a nunber of measures to control nsaintenance. 
Like Edison, it has stated, attainable goals and objectives and its 
monthly reports track perfonmnce over time and canpares performance to 
previously established targets. Pierce’s drivers do not almys do pre 
and post-mn checks, but the lllaintenance department carpensates for this 
with an extensive, calendar based inspection schedule which probably 
accounts for its high labor utilization. Management seemed qui te open 
about the latxx intensiveness of using its manual history systen for 
anything but vehicle-specific analysis, but it is planning a caquter- 
ized MIS. 

H. Spokane. The Spotie Transit Authority is the smallest system 
included in our study. It has a fleet of 80 vehicles in 1981, but it 
grew by 50% in 1983 to 120 vehicles (AWnight, 1984d). Spokane’s 
Section 15 maintenance data (shoan in Exhibit 22) shows year-to-year 
changes. Its 1980 and 1981 data are very similar, but its 1982 
statistics show an extraraely low revenue hour figure and a 1 abor 
camxi bmnt mare canparable to 1979 than 1980 or 1981. There is a rJrrjor 
di f f erence in speed between 1981 and 1982 (iaputed fran revenue 
miles/revenue hours). These factors raise sane questions about the 
magnitude of Spokane’s departure fran qcted perfonmnce, but in any 
event it is a low labor-high reliabi Ii ty systan. Major differences 
betxen Spokane and Tacam (besides fleet size) include Spokane’s uxxe 
extrane climate (20085~ F tanperature ,range) , higher snowfalls amOunts, 
and the absence of lift equipment. 

‘Ihe Spokane systan was purchased by the city frun the National City 
Lines in 1968, but National continued to run it under a rmnaganwt 
contract . Spokane Transit was established as an independent authority in 
1980. Its board is appointed, and receives mnthly reports concerning 
maintehance. The rrajor points of Spokane’s system are wmariaed in 
Exhibit 23. 
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&hibit 21 
Highlights of the Tacana Case 

&nag-t 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

Labor 

Working relationships between mers is good. J&re has been a 
reorganization since 1981. 

Maintenance has quantified goals and objectives. 

The Board of Directors receives maintenance reports but are hot 
involved in maintenance. 

PM program involves hi-weekly (1300 mile) inspections aud occa- 
sional oil analysis. Frequent inspect ions are necessary because 
pre-nm and ps t-run checks are not always conducted. 

Cuquterization of repair records is planned. An outside vendor 
rmnages inventory data. 

1. Lhion and mnagemznt disagree ou the tenor of wmking relationship. 

2. Meetings are held to discuss eqloyee relations and maintenance 
perf omance. 

3. Recruitmnt does not segLl to be a major problem. Wage rates are 
above average. 

4. Testing is used for hiring and pramtion. An apprentice program is 
being developed. 

Opera t ional Envirorxnent 

1. The fleet is 60% C&f, 19% ELX, and 21% Grumman 870. Parts stocking 
is made difficult by this diversity. 

2. Hilly terrain has required changes in gear ratios. 

Budget 

1. The maintenance budget is a relatively ml1 percentage of operating 
costs (17%). 

2. It ‘was reported that, in recent experience, “adequate funding has 
led to increased qua1 i ty in maintenance. ” 

Physical Facilities 

1. The present 1948 facility has hoists and pits &ich cannot accamdate 
40 ft. vehicles. A new garage is planned. 

2. No equiprent problm were reported. 
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hhibit 22 
Spohne Jhta Rofife 

1982 
Fleet size 80 

P-k 71 
base 2.307.3:: 

Revenue miles (EM) 
R'evmue hours 162,615 
Average speed 14.1 
Total Roadcal Is 696 
Ikmdcalls (much. fail) 671 
Roadcalls bf)/lOO AM 0.29 
Hours of maintenance labor 55,860 
Labor hours/1000 Rbf 24.2 
Average age of fleet 8.3 

1981 1980 1979 
80 80 68 

71 62 
45 

2,183,7; 2.183.774 2,043.7;: 
226,296 266,296 182,023 

8.2 88if 11.2 
743 616 
711 828 584 

0.32 0.38 0.28 
34,848 33,131 52,836 

16.0 15.2 25.9 
8.1 7.8 7.6 

Fleet canposition in 1981 

% c;M 100% include8 21 RTS-II 
% Air conditioned 82% 
% Lift equipped: 0% 

Sauce: Section IS htr and AITA Fleet Irwentory 

Note: lhe internal uxwking definition of a roadcall in Spokane 
is a bus change. lais is differart fran the ckfinitions 
used in Section 15 reporting. 
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Wibit 23 
Highlights of the Spokane Case 

Management 

1. The heads of C$erat ions and Maintenance enjoy a good wxking 
relationship. There are Sara di f ferences in annagament philosophy, 
but this does not seen to have affected performance. 

2. Management is inplmting an M30 system. 

3. The board of directors receives nraintenance trend reports, but 
is not involved in setting procedures. 

4. EM is done on a 5000 mile cycle, with major 100,000 mile inspections. 
Rerun inspections are required, and usually are done. 

5. There are caquter systens for inventory and maintenance. 

labor 

1. Labor -management relations arc cooperative. Form are &r’s 
of the union. 

2. Daily meetings with employees are held to disucss safety, efficiency, 
and equipment. 

3. No problans in attracting qualified labor vaere identified. 

4. Testing is used for hiring and prmtion. A 3 year apprenticeship 
program has recently been developed. 

Opera t ing Enviromnt 

1. The all-GM fleet includes 26% KTS buses. 

2. Hills, heat, cold and snow cause maintenance problarrs. 

Budget 

1. The budgeting Focess is incrfxxxntal 

2. Maintenance feels that its budget is in adequate. 

Physical Facilities 

1. The garage is 100 years old, but a new facility is planned. 

2. Maintenance would like new equipment, but the necessary funding 
is not available. 

3. Physical layout makes access to inventory difficult. 
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‘* %%%d efforts uere intended to answer five general questions 
about the effect of management, labor, budget, equipment, and operating 
conditions on maintenance. These questions were refined and restated as 
-theses about the characteristics of good maintenance practice. Each 
of these question a&is and hypotheses wi11 be reviewled in turn in this 
chapter. We have not conducted any formal tests of the hypotheses 
because of our case study orientation and because of the great latitude 
for interpretation built into our procedures, but several iqortant 
observations were generated about the areas upon *ich the hypotheses 
focused our at tent ion. 

ckr analysis wi11 be presented in five section. Each section will 
review the initial hypotheses m admnceci before conducting our 
fielwrk and our findings on these points. In apst cases, wz will be 
unable to draw definitive conclusions about our hypotheses, but we will 
to highlight Btarrples of good practice and problgn areas. Other 
significant findings, not anticipated in planning our fieldvsork, will be 
discussed at the end of each section. These are findings ahich are 
based on post-hoc ccnparisons. We believe that equal might should be 
giwn to both of these types of results. 

A. Managamnt 

The concems of our management quest ions wre ccnmm ication, policy 
statetmnts and performance evaluation, organizational priorities, 
preventive maintenance and canputerization. 

1. Cannmication in I&nag-t. Few systans reported any strain 
in the relationships between managing directors and maintenance 
managers. Sam of the systems we visited depended on fonwl, regularly 
scheduled met ings, and others relied on frequent, informal discussions. 
Madi-, for exaqle, holds ueekly staff meetings involving finance, 
operations, and general manageuxmt . Tactma, in contrast, aqthasized the 
high degree of trust and respect among nnnager?nt as opposed to rigidly 
scheduled netings. The only hints of difficulty in this area wwe 
found in Spokane and Mizzni. The Miami case outlines the long history of 
management transitions that have interfered with cannm ication - and the 
apparent improvCzn?n ts being effected by the new manag-t tean. It is 
apparent that these iqrovenxnts have not ccnqletely eliminated 
misunderstandings in Miami, as evidenced by its inventory control 
problens and staff confusion over the status of caqnaterization. The 
Spokane case is one of differences in rmnagmt style, mare than 
c-cation difficulties. 

Our cases did identify two approaches to irsproving cunrxm ication. 
Taccna and Miami are developing Management by Objectives systems which 
sbuld clarify responsibilities. This mechanism seers to have been uell 
received. Syracuse (which already has a strong accountability systan), 
on the other hand, has established a highly interactive tean aranagement 
approach in all of its departnznts. We are unable to identify any 
strong pattern related to ccnmm ication failure a3png managslDent for 
contrast. Hcxwver, Mfacni’s experience can be used as an illustration of 
WarJent’s (apparently successful) atteqt to iqrove accountability. 
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ii. Policy Stataaents and Performance Evaluation. Cur questions 
about policies and procedures were intended to determine if nnintenance 
procedures are developed in reaction to organizational conditions or if 
there was a f inn sense of direction to then. Because our questions were 
general, and because there wzre no caxron understandings of &at 
principles and priorities govern unintenance activities, ue received a 
great variety of answers to our questions about tmintenance policy. 
Every system said that it subscribed to the goals of minimizing costs 
and roadcalls and maximizing service. And every system also :said it had 
informal understandings about how these goals should be accarplished. 
Scnx systems had written sets of policies and rules (e.g., San Antonio), 
while other said that they relied on tradition and informal cannmi- 
cat ion. In rmny systems, preventive maintenance schedules vxre the only 
written documents mentioned. Milwaukee was unique because its staff 
reported concerns about the abandonment of writ ten policies which had 
occurred during the era of private rnanaganent. They also indicated a 
desire to see the reestahlishznt of written rules and procedures to 
insure cant inui ty in the event of staff turnover. 

The existence or lack of written policies is not sinply related to 
systen perfoxmnce; neither the best or the xwst system in tenzls of 
miles per roadcall has written policies. The iqx3rtant factors appear 
to be whether the policies , written or unvzitten are knovn to all levels 
of managezlent and, uwe iqortantly, whether management in general is 
willing and able to change policies in response to changes in the 
operating environnent. Systems &ich fonml ly or informally reviewed 
their policies on a regular basis and cited recent changes in plicy in 
response to specific problems consistently had nor6 miles betwleen 
roadcal IS than those systems with no review process. As with bmst 
private sector businesses, the abi 1 ity to change seens to be a key 
factor in good perfornnnce. 

All of the sytgns we visited, except Gary, said that their 
rmnagenent reports include either catparative analysis of perfonmnce 
against past trends, or valuation against set objectives. Trend 
reporting uas noted in Milwaukee, San Antonio, Tacum and Spokane; and 
Miami, M&son, Tacana, Syracuse, and Spokane reported quantitative 
performance targets. In addition, Miami and Tacana have includ.ed 
performance targets in their management-by-objective system. 

Ckr site visits seen to sugges that organizational goal setting and 
accountability - or at least trend reporting or establistint of 
performance targets - are related to performance because Miami and 
Tacana have only recently begun their MD programs (prembly in 
response to local problems) , and Gary (our third high-cost/high-roadcall 
systan) did not report 
indica tots. 

any lllethod for evaluating its performance 

TWJ conclusions can be drawn. frun our poIicy and procedure 
questions. The first is that most systems have or are developing 
performance rxnni toring sys tens. The second is that the ioplmtation 
of such systenrs is related to the relative positions of the 8 systexns on 
the performance dimions of costs;and roadcalls per mile. It appears 
that one of the strongest correlates of the reliability history of the 8 
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syStenLs is a formal accountabi Ii ty mecbanisn. Sys tans which have 10~ 
roadcall to r 
mechani,sn. 

avenue mile ratios have firmly established trend reporting 

iii. Organizational Riorities. &r tnajor finding in this area 
concerns thettention given to maintenance by top 
management and hoards of directors. Differing points of view have been 
stated about boards in the past. 
deeply i.nvolved in unintenance, 

Che view has been that boards get too 
and the other is that boards do not care 

about naintenance. Our results shrowed that boards are generally 
uninvolwd except for passive monitoring. All of our case systezns, 
except hJilwwkee, send maintenance performance reports to their boards. 
A few systans did report direct intervention in maintenance by govem- 
mental entities. Miami’s board, for exaqle, tmndated an m systan 
which is to include maintenance and Syracuse reported that a state-level 
actian had resulted in the -izing of its new garage. 

Responses to our study questions did not identify any variation in 
management concerns about maintenance. However, our f ielduork did 
confirm the iqxwtance of, annagermnt expertise. The presence of at 
least one individual with’lnxwledge of, or experience in, and dedication 
to good llaintenance was quite notable at 5 of our 8 sites. This person 
VZLS typically the maintenance manager but in one case was the general 
rmnager of the system. The ixrportance of this factor seens clear 
becasue all of our low roadcall systems had experienced, dedicated 
maintenance nanagers and the three poorest systar;rs either lacked 
experienced staff or had divalent direction in maintenance rmnageznt. 
We also noted that mst systans with strong maintenance direction had a 
visible second level manager w ws being given increased responsi- 
bilities for anintenance in preparation for eventual staff changes. 

iv. Preventive Maintenance Our revieu of PM practices yielded very 
interesting results regarding the philosophy of preventive wintenance. 
Previous research (see Section 2) has generated a large body of liter- 
ature on mileage-based maintenance and unit exhange. b&h less 
at tent ion has been given to the practice of rmintenance by mni toring. 
A notable exception is Etschnaier (1984) &IO has argued that rmintenance 
resources could be mre effectively utilized by monitoring vehicle 
condition instead of performing inspection, adjustments, and replacement 
at pre-scheduled intervals. ti data do not show a strong cross-system 
relationship between the frequency of PM activities and performance, but 
it is clear that the conduct of pre-run and post-run inspectio& 
is very strongly related to roadcall levels. This is an extraaely 
iqortant result which holds true for each of the 8 case systems. 
E&bit 24 shows the PM regimes for each system. &r analysis of these 
F=‘gr- 

1. 

2. 

3. 

is as follows: - 

San Antonio and Syracuse, tiich are low roadcall, high labor 
systems, have pre and post run inspections procedures. 

Milwaukee, Madison, and Spokane, which are low roadcal 1, low 
labor systems, require mdatory pre-run inspections, Madison 
also requires a post run report. 

Miami, Gary, and Tacane, &ich are high roadcall, high labor 
systems, do not have, or do not enforce their inspection 
progra=‘. 
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&Miami 

Exhibit 24 
Revent ive Maintenance Rogram Features* 

6,000/18,000/54,000 mile cycle 
oil analysis on sm vehicles 
no pre-post run inspections 

Milwauke 2500/5000/30,000/100,000 mile cycle 
oil analysis 
Dpl- ter tmni tor ing 
Mandatory pre-nm inspection 

San Antonio 4000/48,000 mile cycle 
pre-run inspection requires involvement of both driver 

and maintenance personnel 
post-run report required 
in-house oil analysis for liquid contaminants 

Syracuse 

Madison 6000 mile cycle 

Tacam 

6000 mi cycle 
dedicated staff for FM 
both pre and post-run inspections required 

4,000/9,000 mile cycle 
no pre-run inspect ion 

pre and post nm inspection required 

Bi-uwkly (approximately 1300 mile) inspection interval. 
No analog to heavy maintenance schedules used at other 
systems 
Occasional oil analysis 
Re and post run inspections not enforced 

Spokane 5000/10000 mile cycle 
pre-run inspection required 

* The detaiis of each systan’s FM progran are included in the 
case study reports. 
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San Antonio is a very interesting vie of pre and post run 
procedures. Its pre-run inspection forms require the signature of the 
driver, and, if any defect is noted, a signature fran maintenance as 
-11. This involv-nt of both operations and maintenance is key to 
assigning accountability for in-service failures. It is designed to 
prevent the reporting of roadcal 1s by drivers &o mmt a replacgnent 
vehicle - a problem reported by a mmber of sytm. (Miami and Tacana 
reported that they are in the process of developing driver inspection 
procedures). Our conclusions are that while conventional preventive 
maint enance activities are essential to the long run stabi Ii ty of the 
systan, operations as \nell as maintenance should play a role in the 
maintenance program. ‘Ibis is a significant finding because the major 
thrust of recent W and APlYA reports have stressed mileage-based 
inspection progrms, almost to the exclusion .of other concerns. We 
believe that a better balance between these &+o strategies is necessary. 

Our results should not be interpreted as indicating that preventive 
maintenance is unnecessary. The effects of deferred FM anerge slowly. 
For example, well known problm with new equipzxnt at Madison were said 
to “have abst ruined a cod FM program” *en warranty work forced FM 
inturals. fran 6,000 to 9,000 miles. Yet during this period - and 
perhaps because of pre-run inspect ions - Madison achieved a record 
11,000 miles betaeen charageable roadcalls. h4adison’s subsequent 1982 
perf onmnce , bouever showed a dramatic drop to 6000 miles be-en 
roadcalls. This was attributed to the crrmlative effects of deferred 
maintenance for 1981 by the staff at Bison. Thus, our findings do not 
mean that periodic adjustment, inspection, and draining and refilling of 
fluids is not essential, nor do they mean that mileage based maintenance 
is not warranted. What is indicated is the need for driver partici- 
pation in maintenance inspections, and sane mechanisns for enforcerznt 
of the inspection procedure, such as madatory post-run inspections or a 
reporting systan which attributes problems to either operations or 
maintenance. 

V. Ccqxterized Recordkeeping and IZata Analysis 

l&Mbit 25 sunxarizes the status of caquter systa at the sites 
cxne visited. Cxu initial hypothesis concerning canputers was that their 
use would be praninent at systems with lcxv labor rquirerrnnts and high 
reliability records. Since none of our eight case sites had operating 
caqxters in use for maintenance in 1981, it ww not possible to 
attribute any causal effect to canputerization. 

Chly three of the eight systems visited in the case research had 
installed caxputer systans since 1981. Of the 3 systm &ich did have 
caaputerizatim, tao (Miami and Spokane) reported problans with their 
systens. The inpact of these problems is not sinply related to 
prefonmnce, however, because of the different results generated for 
Mimi and Spokane in our site selection analysis. 

Qir observations about canputerization do not iqly that ccnputer 
systems are not useful. But because none of our systems had computers 
during the 1981 period and those which have introduced canputerization 
have only tine so recently, it is too early to tell uhat the effects nay 
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Erhibit 25 
Chputuization 

Systen 

San Antonio 

Gary 

Mlwaukee 

Syracuse 

Miami 

Madison 

Tacam 

Status in 1981 

no caquterization 

no canputerization 

no carputerization 

no caqnaterization 

had previously and un- 
successfuIly tried to use 
standard invaxtory package 

no carputuizat ion 

no caquterizatian 

no caquterizat ion 

Gu-mnt Status 

no plans for caquterize 

no plans for caqnaterite 

an inventory and maintenance 
MIS are planned 

, 

inventory, umk order pro- 
cessing, and vehicle records 
are new on caquter 

in-house inventory and MIS 
being developed; in recent 
past service bureau was used 
to surxmrize roadcalls 

maintenance MC3 and i&en- 
tory system in place 

no applications in place: 
procur-t pending 

carputerization of vehicle 
histories is being iqlenented; 
in past data processing ccrfpany 
maintained inventory. 
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ba. Installation of the Mani system hsd not been carpleted at the time 
of our site visit, and the Syracuse systgn had been in place for only 10 
mnths at the time of our visit. 
in place since 1982, 

Mile the system at Spokane has been 
Spokane’s maintenance personnel did not have the 

background or time to fully utilize the results of canputer analysis. 

Several points should be noted. First, both Syracuse and Spokane 
had efficient maintenance organizations before they purchased caxputers 
so any positive effects that their caqxzters may have may be difficult 
to detect in the future. Second, the response of the naintemnce 
departments surveyed in our study to cunputers was by and large 
positive. Third, the perceived costs and benefits of computer systems 
vary widely iimng users and nonusers. ahis includes misconceptions 
about bow caxquters can be used ahd the real extent of a caquter’s 
capabi Ii ty. These misconceptions appear to cause probleras *en 
purchasing caquters such as undersizing systarms when writing specifi- 
cations. This indicates a need for guidelines for use in planning and 
purchasing a cmputer systems for maintenance use. 

B. Labor 
The fXof our labor interests was on mionmanagefmnt relations, 

involvaaent of Iahor in maintenance iqrovaacnt, wage rates and skill 
levels, and testing and training of employees. 

1. &ion Relationships. 

Assesslwt of the tenor of union -management relationships in a short 
interview is difficult at best. However, w were able to obtain general 
descriptims fran each system. IJnion representatives and managmt in 

-Milwaukee, Spokane, and Madison all described these relationship as 
cooperative. Both union and uanagewnt in Mimi said that their 
situatiou was adversarial, as did manag-t in Gary. The union in 
Miami was especially forthcaning in their explanation of problem with 
vmrking out-of-classif icat ion, supervisors performing uxxk, overtime 
distribution, punctuality and job carpletion rates. Mixed views were 
offered in Tacam. Syracuse reported a generally cooperative at-m- 
sphere, but rmnaganent clatid that the union sanetimes protects 
unreliable azployees and the union indicated that there are frequent 
disputes about overtim. 

ii. Wbrker Input. 0x infomation about anployee input into urainten- 
ante seezl to conform to the patter of mion7rsnagxmt relations. 
Indications fran Miami, and Tacana are that there is a formal structure 
for union uxnbers to meet with management, but there ms no informatian 
given on the irrqact of worker suggestions. Gary repor ted that la&r and 
managemnt do not meet except to disucss contracts and grievances. 

In contrast , both mchanics and managemnt in Syracuse and 
management in San Antonio reported frequent informal meetings. The 

and Madison cases indicate productive informal 
Mi ‘5:; io?~ithmkee Cm . 

cons ideked 
for exmple, reported that employees ’ 

suggest ions uere in developing maintenance procedures. 
Spokane indicated that daily meetings are held to discuss safety, 
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efficiency and equipment and that “both sides participate equally and 
feel that the meetings are useful .” I&nag-t in Madison cannented 
that its arployees we uaggressive and depenable,” noted that 3 
regularly scheduled meetings provided a formal mechanisn for mrker 
input, and said that wxkers were responsible for making many useful 
suggestions. These responses, taken together with those elicited by 
unionmanaggaent relations questions, indicate that there is sane 
relationship be-en perfomance and labormaganent relations in the 8 
systmz3. At the least, it is rmarkable that Spokane and h4adison have 
better relationships betmen mechanics and mnagemmt than the system 
with the least impressive performance data. 

iii. Quality of the Labor Pool. This question has several dimensions. 
(he is the level of vages offered to entry mechanics; a second is the 
umxhanisn for recrui Qrtmt ; and a third is the urge scale of experienced 
mechanics. All of these factors interact to define the “labor pool .I 
Exhibit 26 shows the resulting situation at each of our 8 systems, 
Several dimnsions of difference are clear. Milwaukee and Madison are 
the only system that have a driver-cleaner-uxxhanic progression. 
Milwaukee has established a nw apprenticeship program because of 
problems filling positions in this way, and Madison has ‘indicated that 
over 50% of it hirings are fran outside the systan because of lack of 
driver interest. San Antonio stands alone in its practice of only 
hiring ski 1 led mechanics. 

Entry and advanced salary levels are also shorn in Exhibit 26. 
This shows a wide variation in absolute and relative salary levels. San 
Antonio, for exaqle, increases mechanic ages by 44% fran entry 
positions to top positions, xhile Gary shms only 6% increment as 
reported by APTA (1983b), Spokane pays the highest starting hourly 
salary ($ll.ll), and San Antonio the lmst ($6.50). Tacam pays the 
highest top wage ($13.00) and San Antonio pays the lowest ($9.40). In 
addition, S~LB systems pay longevity increases. For example, Gary has a 
$1.38 longevity incrment and Syracuse’s is $2.50. 

Evaluation of these wage structures and recrui tmnt practices is 
difficult. Initial caqarisions to average regional production wages 
shoved that Tacam, Syracuse, and Gary pay entry level workers less than 
average local product ion morker wages; and that Gary and Mi lmukee pay 
senior vmrkers less than the regional production vmrker salary. Thus, 
sam of the systems follow canpensation and recruitmnt pat t&us 
designed to attract, develop, and retain labor by paying high initial 
salaries. lhis strategy, v&n coupled with training in nontransferable 
skills is characteristic of segmented labor markets. This strategy does 
not always mrk; for exzxqle, mechanics in Miami often quit to take 
other, higher paying jobs in trucking and aircraft maintenance. 

These observations lead to the conclusion that ca-qeusation, 
recrui tment and training al 1 interact to determine the kind of vmrker 
who ccmes into the rmintenance departmnt, and the ski 11 levels 
represented on the maintenance staff. In relation to system perfor- 
=-e, it can be observed that Syracuse and San Antonio pay top wages 
which are above regional production wage rates, *ile Gary has a low 
absolute and relative wage scale dnd progression incrmmznt. Madison and 
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Exhibit 26 
A. Regional Labor Pool Gmdi tions 

Milumkee 

h&ixni 

Nomal progression is fran driver to cleaner to 
tlxxhanic. There are sam problti in recrui tumn t . 
&I apprenticeship program has been established. 

Unioh claim3 starting salaries are too low: 
superintendent of budget and adninistration claims 
testing is too stringent. An apprenticeship program 
1’s successful ly at tract ing applicants. 

San Antonio No problem reported. h&maganent is very selective 
in hiring, only skilled mxhanics are considered. Many 
mxhanics let go during probation period. 

Madison Normal progression is fran driver to cleaner to 
mechanic, but this is not recruiting enough staff. 
&w contract may change this prwision. 

TaCCXWt Maintenance l&nager and personnel officer feel that 
applicants are qualified. Au apprenticeship program 
is being developed. 

Syracuse Bqhasis has chaqed from cm-the-job training of 
unskilled vmrkers to an apprenticeship uhich 
draws upon a local vocational education program. 

The system has a need for mchanics with better 
skills in air conditioning and electrical systans. 

Spokane No problem cited in hiring qualified mechanics; an 
apprenticeship prog~an has been developed. 

8. Entry and Top Salary Levels 
(as reported for first half of 1983) 

Entry level+ Top mge level* % Increment 

h4ilmmlkee 
Miani 
San Antonio 
&~&son 
TaCCXU% 
s, acuse 

(non-supervisory) 
. - . 48 + 25 

8.46 + 9.75 + 15 
6.50 + 9.40 + 44 
9.52 + 11.20 + 17 
9.25 - 13.00 + 40 
7.27 - 9.52 + 30 
9.24 - 9.88 - 6 

11.11 + 12.27 + 10 

Note?: A n+r indicates that the wage rate for maintenance vmrker is 
greater than the average wage rate for production anrkers in 
manufacturing for the region; a D-n indicates the mintenance 
arorker ‘s wage rate in less than the average. 

Sources for aages for maintenance wrkers: APTA, 1983A and 1983B. 
Source for average wage: Bureau of Labor Statistics, 1983. 
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Spokane pay relatively high salaries, but have low progression incre- 
mznts, and Milmukee’s entry wage level is lower than the regional norm. 
This pattern is not simply related to perfomance because Miami and 
Tacoma pay rather high salaries. The need for further analysis is 
indicated because, in spite of top salaries, Miami is not carpetitive 
with local aircraft and trucking industries. 

Training. cxlr interests in training focused on staff selection and 
Zel-t . The general strategy for recruitment plas addressed in the 
previous section. Approach es to selection and training are suzmarized 
in Exhibit 27. Testing of applicants before hiring is a standard 
practice except in Gary and San Antonio. This seems understandable 
because Gary is not actively recruiting new mechanics and VIA Netro- 
politan Transit uses its interview and probation processes as an 
alternative selection process. Testing for admcmt is less uniform, 
and training programs for employees seeking advancement are not c-n. 
Notable exceptions are as Tacam’s practice of testing candidates for 
praao tion to determine ms tery of ski 11s required for their current 
position, and Milwaukee’s formal training progrm for advanced mechanic 
positions. None of the sytans retest mechanics remining in their 
current job level to check for retention and updating of skills, but 
Miami does conduct qt ional refresher courses. Heavy reliance on 
a-the-job training by mechanics (or trainers) who had gone through 
manufacturer’ programs was reported. This approach was favored in most 
systems because lean staffing levels do not allow full participation by 
all tuxhanics in manufacturers’ training progrzrm. 

‘Ihe effect of training prograrm on the performance of the 8 case 
systans is hard to quantify. Syracuse and San Antonio have very 
different approaches to training, but both deliver reliable service. 
Madison, Milwaukee, and Spokane, all good perfonoances, have testing 
prograns and provide SCIIP: form of training. Miami has and Tacam is 
planning to established training and testing programs, and these will 
presunably improve their staff skills. It is difficult to attribute 
Gary’s situation to lack of training because of external 1imi ts on 
budgeted mechanic positions. However, training may be the best way to 
approach the problan in Gary because the low pay scale is not can- 
petitive with local industry. 

c. Operating Envirwment 
The effects of fleet cunposition and qerat ing con& t ions aTe 

widely cited as iqortant local factors affecting maintmance. These 
are clearly active in the 8 systarrs. 

1. Fleet Gmqosit ion and Inventory Factors. Vehicle age and mix are 
obviously different in our cases. Spokane had the newest and [IDS t 
hanogeneous fleet in 1981, with a loo%- GM fleet, of which 26% wre EC3 
rrpdels. Since then, aver, Spokane has added a nunber of 870’s. This 
has increased the ccaplexity of its inventory significantly, and created 
sane problems in procuren33t , but the caquter system used for inventory 
has acccx&ated the fleet expansion. The addi ticm of the new vehicle 
types has, tiver, led to XXIE problems inc1uding the double-stocking 
of identical parts under different identification codes, limited space 
for inventory expansion, and identification of local sources for parts. 



Miali 

San Antonio 

Madi son 

TaCCna 

Mi luaube 

Spokane 

Syracuse 

Fkhibit 27 

Gmponents of Training Programs . 

No classroan trainixlg 
23 hours CUT* 
no fonrcal testing 

74 llpnth training program (WI’ aud classroac) 
weekly refresher courses (optional) 
testing for hiring and pramtion 

NW arployees mst have 3 years experience as a mechanic 
8 kxrs of classman training* 

Test for new mechanics being developed 
Tests for pramtion are being developed 
hbst training is OJT 

Apprentice progran being developed 
Testing for hiring and pramtioq 

Testing for hiring aud promotion 
Apprenticeship program being devel-aped 
1 day orientation saninar 
6 m. progran for B and C level mechanics 
12 m. program for A level mxhanics 

Testing for hiring and vamo t ion 
3 year apprentice program recently_developed 

Testing for hiring and pramtion 
Apprentice program being developed 
Al 1 other training CUT 
No tuition rebates 

l primarily employee and system orientation 
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The aftuations at ths other systcrrrr are rhcrrrcr in Exhibit 28. This 
SW a variety of fleet-related factors which could account for 
performance ditfercncss. For -la, Miami has the mst diverse fleet 
in our saprple rcsul t ing in a 9800 i tan inventory, as ml1 as space 
problerrrp and an unsatisfactory caqutcrired inventory systcn, while San 
Antonio has a nxach higher percentage of GM vehicles, no spaoe problsns, 
and a time tested mual inventory system. 

Tvm side issues related to inventory were idcnti f icd in our 
exploration of fleet mix. ‘Ilrs first is costs accounting issue. Ibis 
was mentioned in Spokane as on the drawbacks of its otherwise ucll- 
regarded invcntorp systarrr. It turns aut that Spokane cannot charge 
fnvcntory or purohssing costs to individual buses, al though they muld 
like to do this to track life costs. T&c system in use at Spokane is 
not designed to & this, sncL Pgrwvu, it only retains costs for a 
oncmmth period. Furthsr invcstigaticm of this point shmcd that anly 
Syracuse can currcntlp cb vehicle level cost analysis. 

Tbc scoond issue is caPtro1 of invmtory and purchasing in the 
maintaaance orgsnisatioa. &t i 1 1981, invmtory and ordering of parts 
was handled by the Maintamnce Divisiaa in Miani. In 1981, the Cbunty 
investigated Metrobus snd discovcrcd that there was no inventory 
control. As a result, a Materials Mansgmt branoh -8 formed to track 
purchasing, but the stock rearm we left in the Maintenance Division. 
The stock clerks did rwH cooperate in efforts to iqrovc the record 
l-m% and in April 1983, ths stock clerks uicrc reassigned to 
h&tcrials &nag-t in = attempt to ixqrovc cunmnication and 
inventory control. w, the bhintenancc Division now feels that the 
stock clerks & not undcrstazxi its nca&~ snd the clerks arc filing 
grievances snd requesting ovcrttarc because of increased clerical duties. 

An cntircly different situation - end absence of problcns - FURS 
found in San Antonio &crc both procuramcnt and innntory arc internal 
to the fmintenancc deparmt. This is sanewhat similar to Milwaukee, 
x&cre fnvcntory, purchasing and maintensncc supervisors all report to 
the Supcrintendcnt of &pi-t and Plant. Spokane offers an interest- 
ing contrast to h4iti because it has stores clerks who report to 
maintenance, orhilc Purchasing departmnt controls procurement. No 
probls~~ wcrc reported with this arrangancnt in Spokane. 

In suumry, the cases do show that fleet diversity had led to 
problems with inventory space and record-keeping systans. It appears 
that usnual systans for inventory arc adequate for sane systcns and that 
canputerization &es not necessarily solve inventory probletm arising 
fran mixed f lccts. We hsvc also found di f f crcnccs in reporting 1 ines for 
purchasing and inventory kich oan lead to (as in Miami) or solve (as in 
Spobne and Ssn Antonio) problans. Fleet mix has been found to increase 
the ccnplcxi ty of rnaintensncc. 

aU ficldswk reinforces the need for a cross-listing systcn for 
parts wMch URUI idcntifiai by the 1982 m Bus hbaintcnance -0-t 
Workshop. It also indicates the riced for an inventory control syst’an 
vhich osn be easily up&t& and aipanded when new vehicles are intro- 
&aced or ahcn cross-lists arc updated. I& ficldvsxk suggests that new 
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sys ten 

Miami 

Mi lwaukee 

San Antonio 

MadisoIl 

TatXITa 

syr acuse 

Qrg 

Spokane 

Exhibit 28 

Fleet Age Carposition (1981) 

Fleet Gxqmsi t ion 

65% 22% 

84% 20% 

89% 46% 

100% 15% 

60% 0 

22% 0 

100% 15% 

100% 26% 

Source: AFTA (1981) 

%y systgns do not use this feature. 

Other 
Flx AM; hdIs.z 

15% 16% 

16% 0 

0 0 11% 8.9 

0 0 0 9.0 

19% 0 21 17.5 

55% 14% 9% 9.4 

0 0 0 9.3 

0 0 0 8.1 

4% 

0 

Average Percat with 
Agt Lifts* 

9.0 

12.9 

0 

40% 

A/C 

99% 

40% 

5%. 

15% 

25% 

22% 

0 

0 

100% 

55% 

24% 

81% 

86% 

82% 



bus acquisitions should be supported by an analysis of inventory irqacts 
and plans for accanodating thgn. 

ii. Climate and Cperational Factors. Nor surprisingly, all our our 
systems repported that fleet age and climate affect maintenance. But 
there were differences in the types of problerrrs reported, in the 
relative ranking of fleet characteristics and climate as problmtic 
factors and in activities undertaken to deal with problems. Milwaukee 
andTacam both cited fleet age as major causes of maintenance problarrs, 
and since their fleets average over 12 years of age, this seaM 
reasonable. Gary and Syracuse also responsed in this way - but their 
fleets are closer to the mean fleet age in our saqle, 9.2 years. Every 
system reported air conditioner problems, but this probltsns is uxwe 
severe in sane places because of climate factors. San Antonio and Miami, 
for exzple, both reported probelms with heat and hunidity; and both are 
actively pursuing air conditioner nxbdification programs. h4adison and 
Spokane both reported problems with air conditioning and recognized that 
fleet characteristics uere a major factor. Cold and snow were mentioned 
frequently by Spolmne, Gary, Milwaukee and tidison. Spokane and Gary 
noted that they rmst help the city in snow renxwel . 

It is difficult to quantify these factors and even mxe difficult 
to isolate their effects on performance. But se can note that the 
systarr, sly in their reponses to environrental factors. For exaxqle, 
San Antonio, Miani, and Madison all reported active air conditioner 
retrofit czuqaigns. Miami also indicated that it was experimenting with 
air starters to reduce electrical problems. Tacam uses modified 
tranmission gear ratios to increase poaRr on hi 1s. 

C& interest in operating conditions focused on stop spacing and 
passenger loads. Vehicle speed RU one of the Section 15 variabels 
which figured praninently in our site selection data analysis. This 
Yariable v~s used as a proxy for the characteristics of local service 
(e.g. traftic conditions and stop spacing). But another proxyr not 
included in our initial analysis, casts additional 1 ight on this 
subject. The wwiable is passenger miles per revenue mile. This is a 
proxy for load factor. This variable, &icb ranges fran 6.4 passenger 
miles per revenue mile (San Antonio) to 17.31 passenger miles per 
revenue mile (Dade Co .) , is strongly correlated with the pattern of 
expected and observed performance, with the errception of Spokane tiich 
has a very high load factor (but performs well) and Tacam whose load 
factor is similar to Mil~ukee (but *ose labor costs and roadcall 
levels are higher). This departure LGLY be due to differences in vehilce 
age, because Tacam has the oldest fleet (14.5 years) and Spokane has 
the newest (8.1 years). 

In sunnary, it is clear that climate and operating conditions do 
vary be-en cities. These factors allow us to construct explanations 
for tmst of the differences between expected and observed performance 
however, the relative inpacts of these factors as opposed to managmt 
and labor factors are difficult to deduce frcm our case studies and 
cpantative data. 
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D. R&et 

Our .budgd hypotheses involved .preparat ion and adequacy. Fran the 
case studies it appeared that a third factor, budget stability, may be 
more important than the first two factors. 

i. Edget Reparation. Budget preparation was described to us as an 
interactive process in five of auk case study cities. Ibe exceptions 
are Cky Mere the General hknager prepares the maintenance budget 1, 
Syracuse (where evidence scans to indicate that interactive preparation 
occurs), and Ssn Antonio (We nc information on this subject could be 
obtained) . Joint preparation, bwever, does not seem to insure that an 
adequate budget M.11 be provided. For vie, Miami’s staff claimed 
that they ee suffering because of understaffing *ich is partially due 
to board iqosed freezes on hiring and across-the-board budget cuts, and 
Mdison, according to an ATE study, requires additional staff positions. 

Each of the 8 systena does line item increzwntaf budgeting for main- 
t-l?* Ihit cost data, m found, uns either non-existent or not 
cuqlete enough for use in kdgeting. Interesting itgps regarding Mget 
preparation cana fram Spokane and Miami. Spokane’s executive director 
holds Mget mrkshops tith the Board to carpare his budget with those 
Of other agencies and previous years in order to justify increases. 
Mipmi is beginning a long-range bdget process v&i& will result in 3-5 
year kdget for vehicle acquisition and maintenance. 

ii. Budget Adequacy What the staffs of the systans consider to be an 
rdcquate naintenanc; budget may not be related to the amunt of mxxy 
allocated to naint-ce. Wibit 29 show the percentage of total 
-rating budget that is allocated to maintensnce and rminteance cost 
per revenue mile for each of the case studies. Cost per vehicle mile is 
strongly affected by vage rates (labor and benefits canpose about 60 
percent of maintenance cost on average) and regional price levers SO 
comparisons trust be made with care. Because the cost of operations and 
ackninistration uould also be affected by wage and price levels, albeit 
not necessarily proportionally, the percentage figures may be unre 
carparable be-en systems. 

San Antonio, 7dlich pays relatively low wages, has the lowest cost 
per mile azpng our eight cases althougb it is fifth lmst in terns of 
percentage of budget allocated to maintenance. San Antonio’s uninten- 
ante departent has reduced its budget for M 1983 by 2.98% and for 
m984 by 1.03%. The reductions were attributed to the recent replace- 
-t of older vehicles with ACB buses by the maintenance rmnager. VIA’s 
maintenance cost of 31.6c/mile in 1981 is in the lower 25% of our sample 
system. 

Madison’s maintenance cost per mile of 32.2$ is the second lowest, 
al though its wage rates appear to be about average. Its maintenance 
budget proportion, bwever, is above average at 21.1%. The only person 
citing budget as having a significant effect on maintenance was the 
general manager. 
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Exhibit 29 

Mi hmukee 

Miami 

San Antonio 

h4adison 

Tacuna 

Syracuse 

G=Y 

Spokane 

h4aintenance Budget Statistics 
Sect ion 15 Eata for 1981 

hbintenance 
as % of Operating 
budget 

18 .O (2) 

26.2 (8) 

20.0 (5) 

21.1 (6) 

17.7 (1) 

18.7 (4) 

24.1 (7) 

18.3 (3) 

Median for 111 system 18.7 

Bfkintenance 
Cost per revenue 
mile ($/mile) 

40.2 (3) 

60.6 (8) 

31.6 (1) 

32.3 (2) 

49.0 (6) 

44.2 (4) 

58.8 (7) 

45.2 (5) 

40.0 

Note: Nunber in parentheses is rank, one being lowest. 
Source: Transportation System Center, 1982. 
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In Milwaukee, which has the third lowest maintenance cost per mile, 
the &naging Director said that the budget process wrks we1 1. The 
study, hcmver, 
factilities, 

does contain refernces to staff shortages and old 
but budget ~sas not mentioned as a cause of these problems. 

h4ilxukee al locatea 
ance (18%). 

a low fraction ot its operating budget to mainten- 

Syracuse is slightly above average in its costs per mile, snd has a 
percentage of its operating budget which is about average for the 8 
systms. 
budget, 

Spokane’s 1981 maintenance budget =s 18.3% of the operating 
or 45.2 cents per revenue miles. This puts Spokane near the 

median level of Mget cannitrnznt of our sample, and slightly above 
average with respect to maintenance cost per mile. Spokane’s executive 
director observed that this budget wi1s adequate, but the maintenance 
personne1 interviewd observed that mageznt is supportive but does 
not prwide an adequate budget and that it is Qard to get new tools and 
equipznt because tmnageznt tends to say that there is M rrpney in the 
budget.* Spokane has a dedicated state revenue 
because of its Public Transit Benefit Area Status. 

source of funding 

1981. 
Taccma carmitted 17.7% of its operating budget to maintenance in 

‘Ibis is the lowest amrng the case sites. However, its cost per 
mile (49.0$) is the third highest mng the case sites. Tacam also has 
the highest wages for mechanics aapng the cases; if driver wages are 
correspondingly high, this could explain the contrary evidence of high 
cost per mile and low proportion of budget for maintenance. There was 
no strong sentihent indicating that the lxldget was inadequate, and it 
wbs also noted that ‘adequate funding has led to increased quality in 
mainteneance.” Tacam had planned for mDre severe federal subsidy cuts 
and it had budgeted for a school contract kich was not renePclsd. (This 
resulted in the layoff of 4 mxhanics and the decision not to replace 2 
Rho quit). Thus, the Mget was not a major problgn v&en the site visit 
ms conducted in 1983. 

The #Gary sys ten has the second highest maintenance costs per mi Ie 
arrmg the eight cases and its maintenance Mget accounts for 24% of its 
operating costs vbich is also second highest. The maintenance superin- 
tendent and general superintendent cited several probla including lack 
of ~cbanics and helpers, equipxxnt deficiencies, and space as current 
probl-, but neither mentioned budget levels as a significant deter- 
minant of the level and type of maintenance performed. Overtine for 
maintenance wrkers was cited as a significant budget i ten in Gary, Our 
calculations for 1981 indicate that overt- may range be&een 10 to 30 
hours per ueek. However eight mechanics have been laid off recently due 
to budget cuts. The General Superintendent cited .a need for a dynaux~ 
meter and servicing equipnznt for air conditioning, heating, and 
electrical systans. 

Miani’s 1981 budget allocated 26% of aperating dollars to anin- 
tenance, This is the highest 8n3ng the cases, as is the cost per mile of 
60.64. Ihe uage rate is about average for the cases. The superinten- 
dent of administration and budget said that the current budget uould be 
adequate if all personnel positions were filled (11 were frozen and 14 
sere vacant) . This lack of skilled applicants, and absenteeisn, bas 
resulted in 18.6% of salary expenses going to overtime. 
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The last tw sites, Gary and Mini, have the highest maintenance 
cost per revenue mile, the highest portion of budget for maintenance and 
also have the highest roadcalIs per revenue mile. San Antonio and 
tidison, on the other hand, have the lowest maintenance cost per mile 
and the lowest roadcal 1s per mi le, although maintenance cost as a 
percentage of budget is a little above average. ‘Ibis appears to 
indicate that good maintenance is not a result of large expenditures. 
This is supported with infomstion fran the site selection models Pid3ich 
segn to imply that increased roadcalls increase labor hours rather than 
uxwe hours of maintenance labor reducing roadcalls. However, the m 
1oeRst roadcall sites allocate average proportions of total budget to 
maintenance. This suggests that there may be an optimal level of 
expenditures; having too little rxPney may preclude adequate maintenance, 
but after a certain point additional rmney does not produce additional 
benefits. tiver, the third factor to be discussed also throws light on 
these relationships. 

iii. Budget Stability. Being assured of an adequate budget appears to 
be a key factor in an agency’s successful perfonmnce. In tenrs of 
revtnue miles between roadcalls, three of the top four systans, San 
Antonio, Syracuse, and Spokane, have dedicated funding sources in the 
form of either a local sales tax, real estate transaction tax, or 
percentage of state sales or rotor vehicle tax. The good performance of 
these systems any be attributed to their ability to undertake long term 
planning based on an assured incane. Also, rmnavt does not have to 
fight to protect the systan’s piece of a county or city revenue “pie” 
and therefore can expend its energies on planning or other internal 
functions. The executive directors of both Spokane and Taca, v;hich 
only recently became autonatws agencies with dedicated revenue sources, 
both c -ted on the advantages of this systan. 

Al though M&i son, which as the second highest miles per roadcal I, 
does not have a dedicated revenue source, it has a strong local 
caxmitm?nt to transit on the part of both citizens and city officials. 
For exzxnple, the city of h4adison recently increased, rather than 
decreased, a proposed transit budget by sin111 taneously loweing the fare 
structure and increasing the city’s subsidy to transit. Further , the 
security of having an adequate budget was illustrated by the confidence 
the staff ~~DWXI that pending budget requests (for a microcaquter and 
additional staff positions) wuld be approved. 

In contrast, the systems wi th low miles per roadcall, Mani and 
Gary, are part of local gove-ts, CID not have dedicated revenue 
sources, and do not have assurance of receiving the budget requested. 
The board in Miami does make budget cuts, has frozen ruxhanics posi tions 
and has put a cap on overtime. Interestingly, this has not resulted in 
lower expenditure of labor for maintenance; Miami has the highest labor 
hours per revenue miles and the lomst peak buses per ux+Antenance 
qloyee (0.9) of the eight case systm. (The six system, not 
including h4iai or Gary, 

enp loyee . > 
range fran 1.4 to. 2.6 peak buses per minten- 

ante Miami has an additional problan in that the bus systan 
has to canpe te with the new (and therefore apre interesting) rail 
system, *ich has recently opened, .for tm th mney and upper manaqaxrent 
attention. 
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The City of Gary, which owns its transit systan and helps to 
subsidize it fran general revenue funds, is suffering fran a declining 
tax base and lack of revenue. Further, the transit agency’s budget goes 
to the state for approval and the state has showi awe interest in low 
taxes than support for transit. Gary’s budget problems are illustrated 
by their recent reduction in the nuder of nqhanic positions; they 
currently have the highest peak bus to anintenanc e cfrployee ratio (4.0) 
of the ei&t cases. Both Gary and Miami have high rates of overtime. 

It appears clear that the budget process in Gary and Miami &es not 
lead to low expenditures for maintenance; just the opposite is true. 
&wever, Mget instability does interfere withunnagarmnt’s ability to 
plan for mintenance. It may mean that special projects that muld 
allow the agencies to catch up on their maintenance problems can’ t be 
undertaken. It appears to lead to large zmxmts of overtime, which are 
not efficient due to reductions in the energy, alertness, and untivation 
of vmrkers. And it probably means that nnnagarrent tinx is absorbed in 
fights for mney rather than inproving the effectiveness of the 
cnaintenanc e process. 

While Wison show that it is not essential, autoncmy of the 
transit agency along with a dedicated rewznue source appear to promote 
budget security. Autonany (i.e., the independence of the agency fran 
other governmental bodies) also has other advantages for good mainten- 
ance in that manag-t and policy decision are governed by their 
affect on transit alone, rather than wider concerns. For vie, in 
Tacam, where the transit systan is autonamus, the maintenance 
department has been able to design a ccnquterized MIS to fit their 
particular needs. In Miami, ahere the transit systan is part of the 
county go-t, the caxputerized MIS is being designed for all county 
vehicles, and maintenance personnel are concerned that it will not be 
appropriate to their needs. 

E. Maintenance EQuiprnnt and Facilities 

Only a. few of the system w studied reported equiprrent problans. 
Spokane noted a need to replace drill presses, lathes and chain hoists, 
but had decided to defer replacenznt until noving into its new garage. 
Milmulcee bad experienced problm with the anilability of xretric 
tools, but bad plans to deal with this in its next labor negotiation. A 
larger nunber of systens reported problems accanxlating newer vehicles 
(HIS and articulated buses). This has red ted in the need to rely on 
blocks for support, to purchase portable lifts, or to restrict new 
vehicle types to a limited nuzber of garages. 

Old and inadequate facilities were a special problem in Gary and 
Spokane. c;arY’s garage* with only 2 lifts and 1 pit clearly is 
inadequate for its needs. Its space problems are so severe that it has 
to use scattered, shq> floor storage of major caqonents (e.g., engines 
and transmissions). Spokane’s garage, FlChich is over 100 years old, has 
layout problans that make supervision difficult and inventory access 
time consuning and inconvenient. 
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It was notable that a nunber of new facilities had deficitzicies in 
layout including lack of space for rmneuvering hewx vehicles and for 
installing dynzrmneters. It was also the case that many new garages had 
failed to reduce roadcal 1s as had been hoped. However, it vas reported 
that they do iqrove vmrker mrale. For example, wxknan’s cuqensatiou 
claims fell by 20-30% and absenteeisn dropped by 20% after Syracuse 
rmved into its mm facility. Mibit 30 smmarizes the physical 
facility situation in the 8 case systes, Our finding with respect to 
the 3 prespeci f ied hypotheses fol low. 

i. Facility Age. Red ts are mixed on the quest ion of whether old 
buildings, or those not built for bus servicing adversely affect 
maintenance. This is true for Milwaukee, (Which as 1 garage an2 lrhop 
facilities originally built for streetcars), for Gary (dose garage is 
an 1890’s vintage factory), Spokane’s 100 year old garage, andTacoma’s 
1948 garage. Euwever, San Antonio is quite satisfied with its 36 year 
old bus garage. Near vehicle types (IUS, articulated vehicles) may be 
partially to blauxz, tut there is also evidence of caqxanises in design 
(e.g*, &Miami eliminated space for test equilxxxnt to build a substation 
for its rapid rail systan, and Syracuse’s facility design was edified 
for financial reasons). Older facilities generally do have problems, 
but so do newer garages. No dramtic reductions in roadcalls have been 
attributed to new facilities, but Sara savings has been realized. 

ii. Fquivt . ti case mxk did not determine the extent to which 
over or under utilization of tmintenance repair equilxnmt indicates poor 
manageznt or lack of budget because our field procedxrres did not focus 
on equi-t utilization. We did hear of unmet needs for dynaurnxters, 
electrical and AIC test equipment, and caquter infomation systems, and 
vm did hear that such procurements mre contingent on budgets but ue did 
not collect enough infomat ion to c?e temine i f there had been a 
consistent pattern of management neglect or under-funding. 

iii. Access to Parts. CLr concern about readily accessible replacmnt 
parts being essential to the efficient operation of the maintenance 
department was supported by the Miani a& Spokane cases, but only 
Spokane reported problem with inventory location. Madison and Syracuse 
reported sane minor difficulties, but no major iqact on departmental 
efficiency. The sauce of the lsroblan in Miami was largely organi- 
za t ional, not physical. 

In looking at performance, it is notable that San Antonio is doing 
q$ te well in its 36 year old garage and that Syracuse wxs doing well in 
its now wxated 8 garage systan. Syracuse, however, does except to gain 
labor efficiencies with the move to its new garage. Madison and 
Milmwkee acre also good performers before roving to their new quarters. 
No signif icant roadcall changes have occurred since they rmved, but sane 
labor productivity gains array be reflected in the 1982 data. Taccma does 
have problem with its old garage, as did Miami, but in the latter case 
staff and skill levels seem to be a rare iqortant factor. 
garage, with 2 lifts and 1 pit, is clearly inadequate. 

GZl+s 
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&Mbit 30 
Facility and Fiquipent Analysis 

Facility cammlts 

tived into new garage in 1981 

Milwaukee h near garages built since 1981. 
shop and third garage mre built 
for 8 tree tears 

Miami 

Eoni 

Spokane 

Tacam 

Syracuse 

1 garage built in 1969, 1 in 1981 
1 recently rebuilt and jhq, is 
being rermdeled. 

Garage is 36 years old 
Has extensive shop equipr?nt 

Current facility wm hilt in 1980 
as a factory 

Garage is over 100 years old 

Garage was built in 1948 
space is extr5ly limited 

The near garage is considered 
“state of the art. A 

No iupact on roadcal Is. 
Labor reduction has occured. 
KCS could not be accamdated 
on lifts; vehicle rmst be put 
on blocks 

Difficult to senrice buses with 
street car pits. 
Portable lifts rmst be used for 
articulated buses. 
Newer garages did not reduce roadcal. 
Engine washer and dynamxwter desirec 
but cannot be accamdated hecause of 
space limitations in new garages. 

NW facility has pooriy oriented lif* 
Decline in roadcalls say be due to 
faclilities - but managenmt changes 
have also occured. 
Sam equipment was not in use, but 
this was due to staff training. 

No problem noted 

A new garage is being built. 
Current garage does not have adequatt 
space for vxxk, inventory, vehicle 
servicing, or test equipent. 

A new facility will be built. 
Inventory is not centrally located 
Shop tools need replacemnt. 

Lifts and pits inadequate for 40 ft. 
vehilces. 
A new facility is planned. 

N&w garage was not in use in 1981 
No reduction in roadcalls noted, 
but saxz staff savings anticipated. 
Storage space is sanewhat limited 
and lift location is not optimal. 
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6. Discussion 
?‘his review has identified a nun&r of practices which seen to have 

a positive *act on maintenance; it has also uncovered a nurber of 
prob len areas. Exhibit 31 lists both the positive factors and problem 
sources identified at each case systen. 

ti findings regarding day-to-day operations and preventive 
taint enance program are similar to those of previous studies (Roberts 
and Heel, 1982; Illinois Department of Transportstion, 1982) which found 
that the tmjor enphasis ms on inspections, adjustments, lubrication and 
breakdown maintenance, with less qhasis on cost analysis, use of 
failure data and unit exchange planning. Our results confirm the 
results of these previous studies regarding vehicle design problems, 
space, staff and Mget. They also verify that unit cost and caqcment 
life statistics are generally not used in planning rmintenance programs 
because the raw data for developing those figures are not available in 
mny system, and vhere available, are in fozms uhich are inconvenient 
to use. 

0~ findings confirm that pre-run inspections are not almys 
carried out at all system. But uxxe iqortantly, m have found that 
the absence of pre-run inspections is highly correlated with vehicle 
reliability. It is not clear v&y this occurs, but at least tm reasons 
can be advanced: (1) the inspect ion procedures prevent driver use of 
roadcall procedures to obtain bus changes or (2) driver inspections are 
ixqartant in mni toring vehicle condition. 

A major difference between our findings and those of others is that 
several of our case systms had established naintenance performance 
indicators, tracking sys taas, and (in saw cases> performance targets. 
Tw of the system we visited were in the process of developing rmnage- 
ment-by-objective system. Other notable findings mere the establish- 
ment of formal training and testing vograms at a nunber of system, and 
increased integration of maintenance into budgeting and manag&t 
decisionmaking. 

These findings indicate that the organizational perception of 
maintenance is changing in U.S. transit systeazs and that many of the 
elements of a strategic planning approach to maintenance are developing 
(Bullock, 1979). We believe that the systm u,e have studied illustrate 
sane of the critical elmnts of this approach to maintenance mnage- 
mxlt. The emergence of this approach is timely in view of the recent 
search for a Federal policy approach in transit maintenance (see Qlapter 
21, and the pending developt of guidelines for iqlenenting current 
policy. This process can be traced back to 1981 when WA pub1 ished a 
list of approaches for iqroving maintenance of equi-t purchased with 
its grant program rmnies. (Fed. Reg. Vol. 46, No. 14, pp. 7031-34). 
The approaches included: 

1. Reinforcement of the requirermnt that vehicles be rmintained, 
leaving determination of methods , evaluation and monitoring up 
to local discretion. 
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Exhibit 31 
Sv of Site Analysis 

Positive Factors 
Inf l.uenc ing Ma in t enance 

Miani wewMaMgem?nt system 0&Q) 
*Performance Targeting 
kchanic Training Rogran 
Testing Program 
Refresher Courses 

Mi lmukee 

San Antonio 

hkdison 

Roblem Sources 

&&rstaf f ing due to hiring freeze 
and loss to other ffzms 
History of Ttansitious and re- 
organization. 
No Driver Inspections 
Inventory hknagement 
Adversarial Labor Relations 
hw Salary Levels 
Diverse Fleet 
Climate and Air Gmditioning 
High load factor 
High overtime utilization 
Lift orientation in garages 
Relationship to Gxmty 

Lack of written procedures 
Older fleet 
Old garage and shop bui 1 t 
for 8 tree tears 

Stable Managgnent 
God, informal, management pro- 
cess 

*Oil Analysis 
Dyn-ter 
Re-run inspections 
Good wxkzr input to maaagemznt 

*Mchanic Training program 
Testing for hiring and pramtion 
Relatively uniform fleet 

Stable, experienced mmagewnt Cl imate and air conditioning 
Writ ten rules and procedures 
Performance Trend Analysis 
Re and Post run inspections 
In-&use shop capabi 1 i ties 

‘Vigorous use of probatimary period 
kifo7.m fleet 
Air condi t ioner retrof i t program 
I load factor 
Extensive In-House Skp Facilities 

We&ly rmnagernent staff meetings Staff position shortages 
Performance trend analysis Cold weather and outdoor 
Re and Post run inspections storage 
hbrksr suggest ions iqlanented Lift Capacity for RX5 
Uhifozm fleet Tranmission failures 
Positive managanent-staff relations 
Budget security 

* = Innovations or changes occuring since 1981. 



F%hibi t 31 (cant Id) 

systfan 

Tacam 

Syracuse 

Gary 

Positive Factors 
Influencing Maintenance 

Wanag-t by Objective System 
*Perfozmance Trend Analysis 

and Targeting 
High salary levels 

*Apprenticeship program 
Tkaxwnission Ratio hkdifications 

Tean mnagmt systen 
Performance trend rrpni toting 
and traget ing 
Supportive board 
Re and post mn inspections 

*New canputer record systan 
Frequent labor aslagelnent 
meting 

*Apprenticeship program 
*State of the art garage 

Ulifonn fleet 
*New graage (planned) 

Perfomance targeting and trend 
analysis 
Re-run inspections 
Frequent supervisor-mechanic 
DPet t ings 
High wage rates 
Testing for hiring and pramtion 

*Apprenticeship progzxn 
N-r, uniform fleet 
Goad &ion relations 

Rob1 en Sources 

Poor enforcement of pre and 
post run inspections 
Undifferentiated bi-ueekly 
mint enance program 
Old (14.5 years ave.) fleet 
Terrain 
In&equate garage 

Old system of 8 garages 
(recently replaced) 

No trend reporting 
No pre-run inspections 
Adversarial Union Pelat ion- 
ship 
4w wage structure 
Law nu&er of mechanics and 
high overtime 
No form1 testing 
City snow rem=1 
Inadequate inventory and 
garage space 
Budget not secure 

Management style conflicts 
Inadequate city show re- 
m-1 
100 year old garage 
Inadequate shop tools 
Inadequate inventory space 
High load factor 

+ = Innovations or changes occuring since 1981. 
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2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

. required _ 

Eetabliehmnt of a reqyirgaant for rmintenance planning at the 
local level, with lBdcA involvamut in caapliance amitoring. 

Eetablishmcnt of a rquiremnt for msinteuance planning at the 
local level, subject to LMCA standards and ccapl iance 
rxmi tor ing . 

Establisbmant of a rsquimnent for umintamuca plana to be 
developed (and made atnilrbla on request) 

Eetabliehrmat of a requiramnt for mmufactu2=ers to dmmlop 
maintenance plaas, and for properties to follow than. 

Dedication of a percaztage of Section 5 fun& to mintenance. 

Establiehrrent of a vehicle reqhcemalt policy: 

approach curmntly being dmmloped is e8sentfrlly that of 
maintenance planning mbject to certain et_pncLrde regarding 

eetebliekment 0.4 perfomance umeuree end tergete. nlie umcberlimn is 
flexible becauee it allom local diecretian in fomnxlating local 
progrmr, tmt alao forceful mmugb to rapire local act ian and account- 
ability. Because of the variaticm in rmnamt plarming at our case 
system, we believe that the Qagreseional mudate for periodic revievm 
of local nmfnteoauce progrlrrm till ham a positive effect cm mpinten- 
aace. Tbe pericdik revieum will 8erve a8 a reminder of the ixprtanco 
of maintenance to those involved ia the b&getup process, and should 
also eerve ee a uey of focusing uanagaxmnt attention on the evaluation 
of maintenance etratsgiea ae opposed to daily servicing aciions. kr 
cases indicate &finite need for this sort of uqhasie to imure that 
practices and procedurea are periodically mmluated to &tenaine if any 
changes muld be beneficial. 

During the rnrlyeie of treneit qatan policies and policy eualu- 
aticm procedurse it hecam evidant tlmt the exietaace or lack of written 
policier hixi no apparent correlatiaa with eyatan perfomance; neither 
the beet or the worst system in tenm of miles per roadcall have 
written policies. The iqortant factors appeu to be *ether the 
policies, writ teu or unmi t ten, are Imow to 811 levels of tmnagmrmt 
lrrd, mre iqortantly, *ether mnagamot in general is tilling and able 
to change policies in rapon to chmgea la the cperrting eavir-t . 
Syetana ahicb formally or informally mvieumd their pal kids QII. a 
regular ba8is and citd recent chaagea in policy in resporme to specif iC 
prcblaar ccnsietaatly had acre miles betweeu roadcalls than those 
system with no reviw process end fw, if my changes in policy in the 
previoue year. Wa therefore reed that the new Sectim 3 end 9 
requiramntr for umintamnce plamiag, amual certification, and 
tri-annual rwiw be krpkmnted a8 folloumr 

1. Ibe minteaauce plazming procrrrre should be left to local 
discretion, but the proceea ebuld be expected to generate 
etotQntlte of udetiag caxiitione, eaticipeted cbqpe. 
poblane encowaterui, ef fectivmbeee of ramdial acticm, and 
expected perforrance. 
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2. The planning process should not be focused exclusively on FM 
schedules; 

3. The annual certification of maintenance capability should be 
substantiated by s&mission of an updated lrraintenance plan. 

4. The tri-annua 1 review should consist of a revim of the 
previous three year’s maintenance plans to detexmine whether 
or not al 1 relevant categories uere addressed and if the 
performaxe and systen information included in the plan can be 
verified. 

The fol lowing sections persent our ideas about the substance of 
these maintenance plans and reviear procedures. We are in general 
agremt with the guide1 ines developed by APTA (1983~)) but we have 
recamended that the focus of rmintenance planning be broadened to 
include budget and staffing issues and to put adherence with preventive 
maintenance mileage targets on an equal level with other performance 
targets. We have stated a nunber of questions *ich can be used as a 
the basis of periodic audits tmndated in Federal legislation, but we 
have tried to focus on a cycle of review and self-evaluation as opposed 
to simple verification of perfonmnce statistics and attairxmnt of 
performance targets. 

A. kint enance Planning Guidelines 

Our research bas sbmn that there is a need to establish clear, 
quantificable umintexmnce goals on an annual basis. These goals can be 
stated in terms of locally defined measures of reliability and cost; 
they can also be stated in temg of targeted percentage reductions in 
roadcalls, budget levels, and labor requireznts. Thse goals should be 
determined locally because of exogenous factors that influence mainten- 
ance. - We recanznd that both cost and reliability goals be established 
because amt maintenance personnel acknowledge that an irrplici t, 
undefined tradeoff between cost and maintenance performance is involved 
in the budget process. This tradeoff should be made explicit in the 
developlEnt of goals and performance targets. &r research has also 
highlighted the inportance of tracking system performance and mluating 
performance in canparison to past trends and performance targets. 
Tracking system provide man-t with a tool for rmni toring perfor- 
mance and masuing progress towards achi evrzmmt of stated goals. 
Analysis of perfomance and canparison to locally developed goals should 
serve as the core of a yearly asses-t of maintenance effectiveness. 
The establishrent and tracking of maintenance goals should lead to the 
establishznt of long term strategic planning for transit systems. Such 
planning, long seen as crucial to continued success in other industries, 
aas notably lacking in the system studied. 

‘Ihe absence of internal planning docummts and procedures at many 
of our case sites indicates a need for the developrent of a maintenance 
planning cycle to periodically assess the effectiveness of operational 
policies and procedures and tmzrging maintenance issues. Ihe actual 
details of this cycle and planning tmthods should be left to local 
discretion, but we believe that the following infomation should be 
generated in the planning process. 
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1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

8. 

9. 

10. 

A slppar~f of the current fleet canposititit a list of expected 
changes in the fleet due to new procurments, rehabilitation, 
retrofits, and vehicle retir-t; and a description of the 
anticpated inpacts of these changes on maintenance staff , 
facility, and equiplEm 

A brief description of current facilities aud shop equipmnt; 
a description of current deficiencies; ahd a list of autici- 
pated needs resulting fron expected fleet changes 

A list of currently budgeted maintenance staff positions; a 
review of the need for addi tional positions and reasons that 
existing positions are unfilled: and a description of staffing 
@acts of anticipated fleet changes 

A sumary of recruitment and training, focusing on reviews of 
the ef feet iveness of testing procedures used in hiring and 
pralx3tion, the adequacy of training given mechanics to insure 
that they are qualified to maintain nmv equipDent, and hiring 
strategies (including experience requirements, wage scales 
relative to other industries, and alternative training 
approaches ) 

A suumqy of the used in the 
previous year; a n caqliance 
with this program; and a Ascription of any anticipated 
changes in the PM program 

A description of pe-run inspect ion procedures; an assessmnt 
of driver ccnpliance and maintenance follow-up; and a 
stat-t of changes needed to insure cazpliance with these 
procedures 

A rsumaxy of any problans encouutered with the invent0 
system: and a description of changes needed to act d 
vehicles, special campaigns, or retrofits 

An analysis of roadcalls and missed trips, to identify casues, 
direction of trends and possible remedial actions, as well as 
an asses-t of sirategies adopted as a result of problms 
encountered in prior years. 

A canparison of tudgeted and actual wenditures: an analysis 
of the reasons for variances between budgeted and actual 
figures; an analysis of the impact of anticipated fleet 
changes on budget needs; and a statanent of expected future 
budget needs 

A reviear of any problgns with current written (or unsvri tten) 
policies or procedures; proposed changes; and an emluaticm of 
the effects of any changes mde over the past year 

Wile this list may appear inposing, our case studies suggest tba t 
systezm FQich engage in periodic reviews of these factors are likely to 
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have positive performance records. A planning process based on these 
elmts wuld encourage long term maintenance planning at transit 
syst-, and it wxld result in the generat ion of written evidence of 
probl-3, remedial actions taken, and performance and cost benefits. 

B. *al i ty Assurance 

The need to establish an independent quality assurance program for 
maintenance erged during our study. This program, &ether conducted 
by an entire department or one person in a full or part tiE position, 
should rmni tor the performance indicators identified as measures of 
systen goal at tainzlent. This individual or departnxznt could also be 
responsible for supervising the preparation and monitoring of the 
maintenance plans. They should also be responsible for spot checking 
maintenance xwrk to insure adequate inspection and correct repair and 
replacement. This course of action is strongly suggested by our 
research mhicb found that the scope and level of detail of mitten 
policies and procedures and the frequency of inspections are secondary 
to the quality of inspections and work performed. The establishPent of 
an independent check of cmintenance wrk arould closely parallel existing 
quality assurance p~ograns in other industries. The existence of such a 
function vwuld facilitate canpliance with federal requiraDents since one 
person or group wuld be axmitoring systems perfommnce on an annual 
basis. This centralization of information would make MA’s required 
tri-amual easier reviear and quicker to conduct and possibly increase 
the accuracy of infoxmat ion reported. 

c. Review Issues 

We recanznd that the Federal triennial review of maintenance 
effort be confined to a review of local efforts as reflected in annual 
maintenance plan docunents. ‘Ibe focus of attention in each of the topic 
areas listed in Section A could be guided by the questions listed under 
the following headings. 

. 1, 

2. 

3. 

4. 

s. 

Fleet Gxqosi tion 
Have year-to-year changes in the fleet been assessed to 
determine probable inpacts on and changing needs for staff, 
equimt, garages, and shops? 

Facilities and Equipment 
have known deficiencies been elminated? Have fleet-related 
needs been acccnxxlated? 

Staff Positions 
have needed staff changes been unde? 

Pecrui txxnt and Training 
%s there been a reviear of hiring, training, and testing 
practices? Have necessary uodifications been made? 

Revent ive Maintenance 
& the system rroni tored canpliance with its stated EM 
intervals? Have reasons for variations fran mileage targets 
been analyzed? Has the effectiveness of the EM program been 
review&-l 
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6. 

7. 

8. 

9. 

Re-Run Inspect ions 
have pre-run inpsections been conducted on a regular basis? 

iiF== ve inventory system adjustments been made to accanxbte 
f Ieet changes. 

RoadcaIls and Missed Trips 
Rave causes of these events been identified? Has the 
effectiveness of remdial actions been evaluated? 

Et= ve budget inpacts of systen changes been analyzed? Is there 
docunantatian indicating that variances be-en budgeted and 
actual aunts have been analyzed? Have problems resulting in 
excessive overt- or unfilled positions been remedied? 

10. Policies and Procedures 
bs the plan been t&ted on an annual basis? Have goals and 
performance targets been established/ 

We recaPIEnd that the UMTA reviear tean be prepared to offer constructive 
advice as part of the review. This should include infonnatian on 
equiprwt, training, anrk scheduling, tmnagezwxt control, inspection 
procedures, and new products. It should also include specific reccnmzn- 
dations on alternative approaches for dealing with problems in the areas 
xbicb are covered by the rraintenance plan. The review should not focus 
as strongly on the question of ccxpliance with PM intervals as did the 
recent GAO Report, WJl’ Needs Deter Assurance that Transit Systw are 
Maintaining Buses” (GAL), 1983) because there is little evidence that 
500-1000 mile departures fran planned targets are critical to vehicle 
performance. 0.w field work indicates that the quality of inspections is 
uore iqxrtant than strict adherance to scheduled inspection intervals. 
Tbe timeliness of preventive maintenance inspections is one indicator of 
overall maintenance performance and managaEnt, but it snould not be the 
sole masure of lazintenance effort. We note that unit cost analysis and 
caqxment failure rates are not and nrwt likely will not be available at 
the nst majority of transit systans because current industry practices 
concerning maintenance data and the Iimi ted use of carputers for 
maintenance severely limit the nunber of systems which could easily and 
accurately report this information. Therefore, the absence of these 
data should not be used as a major measure of maintenance adequacy. 

D. Research and Technical Support Needs 

Several research and technical support needs wzre suggested by our 
site visits. An iaportant topic for technical assistance is pre and 
post run inspection procedures. 0.zr results showed that the establish- 
Ent and enforcmt of this procedure is perfectly correlated with the 
roadcal 1 experience of our case sys terns. A very sm11 study should be 
conducted to conf inn this result, identify potential barriers to driver 
involvenznt in inspect ions, and develop a strategy for introducing this 
conception in systtnrs *ich do not currently require such inspections. 
Three other technical assistance needs wre noted: (1) There aas strong 
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Fr-u tit.11 researck eiioz~s could be conducted in several areas. glne 
first area is nrainte~nimce inspecrion and preventive maintenance ~“;Iicy. 
We founci that :i-ierz we2’c” no strong indications t,hat FM mileage ~nterw.~i~ 
are strongly I 1 c C-J y y’ c i a j: *:“L;< nti eh per fomce * We also found that unit cost 
and caqxment reliability data are not routinely collected. We also 
heard that the quality af E% inspection work is often suspect. There 
is, therefore, little basis in aur cases to decide upon the approprjate 
mx of irqections, mni toring, and unit changeout in maintenance. tit 
is needed is 3 careiu1 caqa!.son of these athods in an envirormmt 
Mica w~uli?. provi& ‘aor a fanr test of the costs and ef fecttveness .~71’ 
these maintenance strategies, This enviromt should tnciu.de mif 
costing am? fdilme :I acking capabilities as well as quality cmtro:s on 
nt?chanic ad driver c3~glia11ce ~&th inspection and servicing schedules. 

A secmd research topic is that of manpower planning. Cur findings 
regarding training, testing, ahd salary levels indicate that practices 
in these areas are chahging, but there is little consistency in the 
pattern we have oasez-wd. The heed for further information on this topic 
is espcci :ol 17 idg.m” tan t because none of our systans had any fomai 
mxhannsm fop evai~~~&t-mq the effectiveness ot their mmpomr approaches. 
‘cik did not aria; ‘6”” tY?-. content of training programs in detail, but we 
did find f.imt a brokci rar=ge of approaches were used, ranging frrrr; 
cuanml sys e cm -;m::e~;~.:~tion sessions to elaborate classroan and on-the- 
Job apprmtzctimjp F;‘logmms. 

n relnte5-i tTiC i s worker llranagemen t ccummicat ion. Our case 
S~UC&&S Intimt: t re4 a nuder of instances where labor and mmaganent had 
a&~rsarial relat~msbips and where there apre mrale problems, E&at VR? 
also found several systems wtxch actively utilized mrker input .in 
developing and eval7uating maintenance procedures. Detailed analysis of 
the reasons that systems differ on these dimens ions could identify ways 
to improve labor -mnaganent relations. 

A f inai researc;r tFic is the reinforcement of rmdels of mi;nten- 
ance perf I3mar.c~ a ‘The regression analyses ue did in our site seiection 
process has relatively low predictive ability, arid our cases identified 
a nunber of fsctors not included in the Section 15 data v.hich should be 
tested in 5 iomai imdeling effort. This would inciude quantification 
elimatological xx-iables and pre-run inspection policies; it should also 
include staffing levels and policies on utilization of old and new 
vehicles. A ‘tirre series analysis of the effects of FM intervals on 
reliability could also be conducted. These efforts would be useful for 
future attexpes to define the range of resource requirements and 
performance -tiich can be expected given changes in local service 
profiles and rranagmnt policies. 
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7. Gnclusions 

The experiences of the eight systems reviemd in this report 
provide anple support for the argumnt that every systan has unique 
features ahich make it difficult to conduct cross-sgstgn comparisons. 
Ikmever, we have ident if ied a number of practices which are typical of 
successful maintenance operations and which logically should contribute 
to positive performance. These practices are: 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

8. 

Gmduct of pre and post-run inspection by drivers 

Establishment of perfommnce targets, develwt of perfor- 
mance measures, and periodic rewiew of trend analyses 

Develmt of written statanmts of or informal consensus 
about maintenance policies and procedures 

Coordination of vehicle procurement decisions with inventory 
planning and staff devel~t activities 

Establistment of strategies for recruiting, testing, training, 
and retaining skilled staff 

Establisbnent of cooperative mrking relationships between 
vadcers and managenmt 

Avoidance of mgeably diverse fleets 

Periodic perfomance assessment and evaluation of alternative 
strategies for iaqxoving maintenance effectiveness. 

C& review of these cases has also generated a mdel for maintenance 
planning hich may be of use to both maintenance managers and general 
amnagers as a tool for ixqroving perfomance and expressing organi- 
zational priorities. Key elgoents of this planning u&e1 could serve as 
a basis for Federal mnitoring of the maintenance of equipxxmt purchased 
with capital grant funds. 

The cases have also led to the developDent of a nunber of research 
questions which are related to the elemnts of the maintenance planning 
model. These include analysis of the role of drivers in vehicle 
condi t ion mini toring, evaluation of alternative maintenance policies and 
PM intenals, developrrnt of PcDrker-managgaent quality iuprovement 
models, and analysis of recrui tmmt, training, and caxpensation issues. 
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Appendix A 

System3 Included in Section 15 
Regression Analyses 

A(3 Transit 
Oakland G1 

Transit Authority of Harris Co. 
Houston, TX. 

Milwaukee County Transit 
Milxmkee, WI. 

kktropolitan Dade Co. Transit 
Miami, FL. 

Denver KlTJ 
Denver, CD. 

Orange County Transit 
Garden Grove, CA. 

Tri 6unty MID 
Portland, CR. 

VIA Metropolitan Transit System 
San Antonio, TX. 

Santa Clara County Transit District 
San Jose, CA. 

Niagara Frontier Transit Authority 
Buffalo, NY. 

San Diego Transit Corp. 
San Diego, CA. 

Kansas City Area Transit Aurthority 
Kansas City, MI. 

Utah Transit Authority 
Salt Lake City, UT. 

ss Arr Transit 
lS, . 

ktropol i tan Suburban Bus Authority 
East Meadow, NY. 

Transit Authority of River City 
Louisville, KY. 

Phoenix Transi t 
Phoenix, AZ. 

Central Ohio Transit Authority 
Glmbus, a% 

Grmect icut Transit 
Hartford, CT. 

Roches ter+enesee RTA 
Poches ter , NY. 

Sacramento HID 
sacrmtor CA. 

Transit Author i ty 
oxaha, NE. 

Rhode Island RTA 
Rovince, III. 

Capital District Transit Authority 
Albany, NY. 

Pioneer Valley Transit 
Springfield, t&4. 

Indianapolis public Transit 
Lndianapolis, IN. 

@eens Transit Corp. 
Flushing, NY. 

Green Bus Lines 
Jamaica, NY. 

Madi son h4z tro 
Madsion, WI. 

Lang Beach Public Transit 
Long Beach, C4. 

Toledo Area KTA 
Toledo, Chio 

Birmingham/Jefferson Gmnty Transit 
Birmingham, AL. 
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Appendix A (cant ‘d) 

Greater Riclxnnd Transit 
Ricbxxd, VA. 

Jacksonville Transit 
Jacksonville, FL. 

(“mntral New York RYA 
Triboro Coach Corp. 
Jackson Heights, NY. 

Nashville MTA 
KashviIle, ZB. 

Suntran of Tuscan 
Tuscan, AZ. 

Btoward County rrmnission 
Ft. Lauderdale, FL. 

North Surburban Metropolitan Transit 
Dts Plaines, IL. 

Jaerraica Buses 
Jamaica, NY. 

Steinamy, Transit Corp. 
Flushing, NY. 

Santa &nfca hbtor Bus Lines 
Santa Monica, CA. 

Pentrau2-Harqton 
-ton, VA. 

Connect icut Transi t-&r t ford 
Hartford, CT 

Des Evlbnies I&tropol i tan Transit 
Des hbines, IA. 

Akron Metro RTA 
Akron, OH. 

M!GSDUNS 
Oklahcma Ci ty 

Oceanside County Transit 
Oceanside, CA. 

Lane County MTD 
Eugene, OR. 

Transit Authority of Northern Kentucky 
Nevpor t , Kentucky 

Gary Public Transit 
carp, IN. 

CZarlot te, Transit 
Cbrlotte, EE:. 

Bridgeport MID 
Bridgeport, CT. 

Cl-Fort Worth 
Forth Worth, TX 

Riverside Transit 
Riverside, CA. 

Duluth Transit 
Duluth, i+H. 

Dart-Wilmington 
Wilmington, DE 

City of Spokane Transit Systan 
Spokane, WA 

Metro Tulsa Transit 
Tulsa, CK 

Qmi tran 
San Bernardino, CA. 

El Paso Transit 
El Paso, CA. _ 

Canton RTA 
Canton, NY. 

Albuquerque,. NM 

Riverdale Tranist Corp. 
bunt Vernon, NY 

Wins ton-Salan MIS 
Winston Salem, Ex=. 
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Appendix A (cant ‘d) 

Lehigh/Nor thhanpton TA 
Allen town, PA 

Knoxville Transit 
Knoxville, lX. 

Lucerne 6unty TA 
Kingston, PA New Bedford, MA. 

Qaqa i gn-Urbana MXD 
Urbana, IL 

Tarpa IkEA 
Gmpa, Fla. 

Greater Portland Transit 
Portland, GR. 

Capital Area Transit 
hisburg, PA. 

Austin Transist System 
Austin, TX. 

Central Pirellas TA 
Clearwater, FL 

Santa Cruz MID 
Santa Cruz, CA. 

Colorado Springs Transit 
Colorado Springs, 03 

Worcester, RTA 
Vfbrces ter, MA. 

. 

Kanawha Valley RTS 
Charlestan, W. 

Grpus Gristi Transit 
Corpus Christi, TX. _ 

Sa- TA 
Savannah, GA. 

Chattanooga Area KM 
chattanooga, m. 

city of Salan MID 
Salem, CR 

Western Reserve Transit 
Youngs toval, a-l 

South Bend Prc 
South Bend, Ind. 

Wichita MTA 
Wichita, KS. 

Shreveport Transit 
Shreveport, Lf4 

Erie MTA 
Erie, PA. 

City of Raleigh Transit System 
Raleigh, NC. 

St. Petersburg MEi 
St. Petersburg, F. 

Baton-Rouge CR.2 
Baton Rouge, LA 

Flint h&s Transit 
Flint, MI. 

Central Arkansas Transit 
Little E&k, AR 

Linco In Trans i t 
Lincoln, NE. 

Stockton MID 
Stockton, CA 

Club Transportation Co. 
Yonkers, NY. 

Westport Corm. IDC 
Westport, QJ. 

Kalmazaoo MCS 
Kalaixumo, MI 

Lexington/Fayet tevil le 
Lexington, KY 

Fort Wayne PIT; 
Fort Wayne, IN 

Luiz3A 
Coluxhus, GA 
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Ann kbor Transit 
Ann Arbor, MI. 

Sorta 
Cincinatti, CM. 

Dal las Transl t 
Dallas TX. 

Santa Barbara MD 
Santa Barbara, CA. 

Bay Gnmty MTA 
Bay city, MI. 

Wes tches :t er Trans i t 
Yonkers, NY. 

NH Bedford =A 
New Bedford. Mb 

GxxmndBus Co. 
Brooklyn NY. 

Lane Cbunty MID 
Eugene, OR. 

-%&ford MID 
Rockford, IL 

Florida Transit hkmagement 
West Palm Beach, FL. 

hbuntain View Coach Lines 
West Cotsack, M.Y. 

Fresco Trans i t 
Fresco, CA. 

Connecticut Transit 
Hartford, CT. 

Tacaxxa Transit 
Tacam. I%. 

San Mite0 County TD 
San hhteo, CA. 

Brockton Area Transit 
Brockton MA. 
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